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It long has been )mown that immobilization or extended bed rest
induces a general decrease in bone mass in the skeletal system. Does
the prolonged weightlessness of space flight induce an even greater bone
mass decrease? Experiment M-6 wo.s designed to determine the extent
of bI,nc mass loss cxl^rienced during space flight and the rate of re--
covery of bone mass postflight. The method employed in these investi-
gations consisted of radiographic bone densitometry, with the crew
members of Gemini flights IV, V, and VII serving as subjects (1) (2) (3) (4).
Calibrated and standardized radiographs were made at various times both
preflight and postrlight. By radiographing anatomical sites with a lim-
ited a mount of soft tissue, the x-ray image of the bone was maximized.
The radiographs were analyzed by a special analog computer to determine
x-ray absorbency; and the data were reported in terms of changes in x-ray
equivalent calibration wedge mass which could b ,_-^ converted to changes
in calcium hydroxya patite , the chief component of skeleta 1 adnera 1. De-
creases in x-ray absorbency indicated a decrease in bone mass; increases
indicated bone mass recovery.
MF,TLODS
EVALUATION QI_ BONE TVASS Q_UAr CC .S
The radiographic bone densitome.tric technique used in these
studies was that developed by Mack and colleagues, reported first in
1
21938 zind 1939 (5) (0). The instrumentation in(] basic methodology em-
ployed in measwing borne mass in this investigation have been described
by ME,ck (7) (8), by Meek, Vose, and Nelson (9), and by Vogt, Mac1,,
Rea sley, , Spencer, Cardus , and Va ]bcmna 0 0) .
Cialihrltion of eXposed films is offectuatc-d by placing an aluminum
alloy reference wedge on each film adji3c(.nt to the bone to be evaluated.
The alloy  in the wedge was selected because it exhibited an x-ray ab-
sorption coefficient similar to that of hone . The wedge serves as a means
of correcting any bone scan which is traced, by first correcting the trace
of the wedge for deviations resulting from slight differences in film char-
acteristics or development techniques .
Bone mass is determined first as wedge mass equivalency. The
wedge has been calibrated in terms of calcium hydroxyapatite 12Ca3(PO4)2•
Ca(OH) 2] by x-raying the wedge on the same films with a series of quan-
tities of the hydroxyapatite encased in thin walled leucite containers . In
this way the values obtained from scanning certain sections of bone can
be equated in terms of mass of calcium hydroxyapatite, the major mineral
component of bone by means of a conversio,i factor.
The changes in bone mass given in this report do not cl^lnote
changes in calcium alone, but of the chief mineral complex of bone, to-
gether with water - organic components of the bone itself as well as of
3over- and under-lying soft tissue. In the major anatomical sites chosen
for the x-ray measurements , soft tissue has only a slight effect upon the
results because conditions of exposure are chosen so as to minimize the
effect of organic materials and to maximize that of the mineral components .
Under the conditions of exposure used in this study, the mass
absorption coefficients for calcium hydroxyapatite and soft tissue, re-
spectively, have been measured as 0.70 and 0. 17, with the soft tissue
effect reduced further by the comparatively small amount present. In all
evaluations made in this study the thickness of under- and over-lying
soft tissue did not change, as shown by radiographs made at right angles
to the films used for evaluations of density. Therefore, the changes re-
ported are regarded as representing the bone sections scans ad.
STANDARDIZATION QF X-RAY MACHINES
When more than one x-ray machine is used in taking serial radio-
graphs that are to be used quantitatively for comparative purposes , the
x-ray units and procedures must be standardized. This is the case with
the astronauts who are filmed at Cape Kennedy three to four times over
a 10 —:ay period before their orbital flight, on the aircraft carrier immedi-
ately after recovery from a flight, usually a second time on the carrier,
and later at the NASA manned Spacecraft Center in Houston until they re-
gain any lost skeletal mineral.
	
I
4The methods used for the standardization of radiographs made on
more than one x-ray unit are as follows: (a) a Victoreen roentgen meter
is used immediately before making a radiograph to determine the cali-
brated kilovoltage which would produce identical x-ray beam qualities
with all x-ray units used; and (b) at each testing period a phantom com-
posed of a simulated os calcis made of calcium hydroxya patite in an or-
ganic matrix is radiographed before and after each series of radiographs
made at any one time. For the os calcis , for example , milliamperes ,
kilovolts , and time are set in such a way as to give an exposure level of
167 f 2 milliroentgens for each radiograph which is made.
ANATOMIIG
	 Ea INVESTIGATED
The radiographs made on the astronauts have consisted of expo-
sures of the hand in posterior-anterior aspect, and of the foot in lateral
projection. For purposes of comparison of bone mass losses during or-
bital flight and during bed rest, the same anatomical sites were x-rayed
in both series of tests, and scans were made by means of the densitome-
ter assembly in the same location.
The anatomic sites at which bone sections were scanned included
a single section of the central os calcis (Figure 1), multiple parallel scans
covering approximately 60 per cent of the os calcis (Figure 2), a single
section across the talus (Figure 1), parallel crosswise sections covering
hand phalanges 4-2 and 5-2 (Figure 3), a section across the distal end
5of the radius, s::d a single diagonal section across the cap^tate among
Cie wrist carpals (Figure 3) .
t
Figure 4 shows a cross-section of the os calcis at the position
at which the "conventional" segment is scanned.
Cancellous or trabecular tissue is represented in a major area of
the cs calcis and in the central portion of hand phalanx 4-2 and phalanx
5-2. :.u. ,tica 1 e' compact tissue is present in the perimeter of all of the
i ndividual bones , and is f-und in generous amounts in the dista 1 end of
the os ca leis .
Central Q,a _Ca lcis Secti on . - The tracing path across the left
os calcis ran diagonally between conspicuous posterior and anterior land-
marks. By superimposing successive radiographs, this path was repro-
duced accurately in serial films of the same individual. This single path
0.3 millimeters in width) is known as the "conventional scan." It is a
revealing site for measuring bone mass changes , as it is a highly trabecu-
lar area with a periphery of cortical bone (Figures 1 and 4).
Multiple Parallel Qs Calcis Fvaluations. - Approximately 60 per
cent of the total os calcis mass was evaluated in the parallel path sys-
tem, as noted. After the conventional scan was made, the parallel paths
were scanned, 1 .0 millimeter apart from center of scan to center of scan.
These began 1 millimeter above the conventional path and continued to
6the lowest portion of tte bore. The total number of paths scanned was
proportional to the size of the bone and therefore varied with the individu-
al. Figure 3 illustrates the alignment of parallel paths through the os
calcis.
Sections of Hand Phalanges 4-2 and 5-2. - The second phalanx
of the fourth and the fifth finger of the left hand were scanned by parallel
cross-sectional paths 1 millimeter from center of scan to center of scan.
These paths were aligned tangentially with the longitudinal axis, cover-
ing the entire bone area (Figure 3) .
istalEnd of Radius . - A single scanning path was made through
ii
the diaphysis of the left radius parallel to the distal surface (Figure 3).
Sectio of Talus . - A single scanning path was made through the
talus of the left foot origin,,ting at the inferior surface and projecting
anteriorly to the conspicuous landmark shown in Figure 1 .
Section gL Ca pitate . - A section the width of the scanning beam
was traced across the wrist carpal ca pita to . It followed a diagonal line
from a point above the capitate-hamate joint on the left to a point at the
lower right which avoided the sca phoid (Figure 3) .
I3
Figure I. - Reproduction of positive of the lateral radiograph
of the Gemini V command pilot indicating conventional
scanning paths of os ca lcis and talus.
AL
Figure 2. - This illustrates the alignment of parallel paths
through the position of the os calcis examined for
the pilot of Gemini V covering approximately 60 per









Figrure 3. - Positive of hand radiograph of the Command Pilot
of Gemini VII in posterior-anterior projection, showing
position of parallel traces on phalanges 5-2 and 4-2 and
the scanning path on the capitate. The ed ges of the scans
slii;-htly overlap each other and cover the entire bone in
each phalanx.
10
Figure 4. - Cross-section of os calcis at the position
at which tho "conventional" segment is scanned
SCHEDULE _QF GEMINI RADIOGRAPHS
In the three units of the study completed to date, a series of
roentgenograms was made of the left foot in lateral projection and of the
left hand in posteroanterior projection of each astronaut preflight and
postflight according to the following time schedule:
Gemini IV - preflight at 9 days and 3 days before lift off, re-
spectively, at Cape Kennedy and on the morning of lift off
also at the Cape; postflight immediately after recovery c*i
the aircraft carrier U.S.S. Wasp and at Manned Spacecraft
Center, Houston, 16 days and again 50 days following re-
covery. The length of this orbital flight was 4 days .
Gemini V - preflight at 10 days , 4 days , and 2 days before lift
off, and on the morning of lift off at Cape Kennedy; post-
flight immediately after recovery and again 24 hours later on
the aircraft carrier U.S.S. lake Champlain, and at Manned
Spacecraft Center, Houston, at 10 days and 66 days follow-
ing termination of the flight. The length of this orbital flight
was 8 days.
Gemini VII - preflight at 10 days and 3 days and on the day of
launch at Cape Kennedy; postflight immediately after recov-




Wasp, and at Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, 11 days
and 47 days following recovery. The length of this space
flight was 14 days .
RESULT.
GENERAL C OMPARATIVE FINDINGS
Representative data obtained from the three units of the investi-
gation of bone demineralization during space flight are given in Summaries
A, B, and C. Summary A gives the per cent change in the sections which
were evaluated at the different anatomic sites for the crew members of
the Gemini IV, Gemini V, and Gemini VII missions, respectively. Sum-
mary B shows the magnitude of the changes in the various multiple sec-
tions of the os ca leis , with Summary C also giving the same findings for 	 ..
the parallel sections of hand phalanx 5-2 for the three groups of astro-
nauts .
COMPARISON Q SKELETAL MASS LOSSES
Ili DIFFERENT ANATOMIC SITES
Summary A shows that two men on the same orbital flight exhibited
individua1 differences in skeletal density changes, although certain
trends are found between the flights themselves . The astronauts of the
Gemini VII space flight experienced far lower over-all bone mass losses,
for example, than did the men of the other two groups, ztlthough theirs
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When the losses in all of the anatomic locations which were
tested were pooled for each astronaut, those on the three missions
ranked in this order;
Rank 1. Lowest negative bone mass changes, crew of Gemini VII
(14 days).
Rank 2. Intermediate negative bone mass changes, crew of
Gemini IV (4 days).
Rank 3, Highest negative bone mass changes, crew of Gemini V
(8 days).
When the skeletal sites of the feet were evaluated, the rank order
of per cent loss in bone mass was the same as that for all of the sites
combined. The same rank was found for tha bones of the hand.
Central is Calcis Section. The scanning path across the left os
calcis in lateral projection runs diagonally between conspicuous posterior
and anterior landmarks which, by superimposing successive roentgeno-
grams over the first film of a series can be reproduced accurately in serial
films of the same individual. This single path (1.3 mm. in width), called
the "conventional scan" sustained losses in bone mass (in terms of cali-
bratior, wedge mass equivalency) in this section of 7.80 and 10.27 per
cent for the command pilot and the pilot, respectively, for the astronauts
of the Gemini IV mission; 15.10 and 8.78 for those of Gemini V; and 2.91
and 2.84 for those of Gemini VII. By setting the computer to scan the
15
sections in 10 subdivisions across the entire path of this section in each
case, it was found that the losses were not uniform throughout the entire
centra l os ca lcis section from the posterior to the anterior end. This is
understandable when the illustration of the cross-section of this bone at
the position of this sca,? is examined in Figure 4.
Multipl Parall ,21 Os Calcis Sections. Approximately 60 percent
of the total os calcis mass is evaluated in the parallel path system, as
noted. After making the "conventional" scan, a series of parallel paths
1 .0 millimeter from center-to-center of the scans were traced, beginning
one millimeter above the conventional path and continuing to the lowest
portion of the bone. The total number of paths scanned de.nds upon the
size of the bone which, of course, has individual variations. Summary B
shows that the number of individual scans required to cover the desired
space varied from 35 for the command pilot of Gemini V to 41 for the pilot
of Gemini VII.
There was variance not only in the segments of the sections evalu-
ated across the os calcis, but between the over-all changes in the differ-
ent sections of the 60 per cent of the os calcis which was covered by the
scans . Losses in these sections varied from one to another, which is
understandable in view of the high proportion of trabecular tissue in this
bone which is shown in roentgenographic studies to be highly dynamic.
Summary B shows a wide range of changes between the multiple sections
of the os calcis for each astronaut in this study.
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SUMMARY B
COMPARjSON _C)^	 ^'LFT_ ^HANc^ESiE MULTIPLE PARALLEL
X,C TISQNa9E TAE ^I I a LUE ASTRONA Lia ^ ^ Ml JY,
GEMINI y, ANDE^MIN_I VII MISSIONS
Gemini IV_
-
Gemini ^' r GcminiVI[








` 1 mm. above --.09	 I -9.30 -14-10 -8.70 -J.99 -3.13
Conventional	 ; -7.10 -10.27 -15.10 -3.73 -2.91 - 2.84
t mm. below	 I -7-26 -10.30 -11.04 -7.00 -3.00 -2-912 nine. below -5.4;
I
-9.04	 I -10.05 -7.97 -3.50 -2.08
3 mm. below -6.91 -10.2, -11.10 -3. 1- -3.09 -2.43
4 mrr . below
- 7-91 -10.95 - 11 . 4 9 -8.66 -2.99
5 mm. below -6.42 - 12.:9 - t3.81 -9.SI -2.;17 2.64
6 mm. below
-7-05 - 10.98 - 1 4 .68 -7.90 -3.0; - t . I j
mm. below I	 -8.1 4 -10.54 -13.94 -B.S,; -3 8 5 - 1.79
8 rani. below -7.84 -10.43 -29.52 -10.48 -5.17 -2.01
9nlm.below -7.72 -8.99 -1,.45 -3.49 -3.82 -1.93
to mm. below I	 -9.13 -13.12 -21.64 -9.6; - 2•84 -3.34
11 mm• bclnw I	 - 7.09 -11.92 -20.84	 I -9.03 -3.97 -3.35
112 mm. bel(,« • -7.93 -9.36 -12.77 -8.62 1	 --3.55 -2.33
13 mm. below -8.J5 -8.52	 { -12.26 -9.:6 -3.10 I	 -2•J.,	 !
1 4 Din).bcll,w I	 -8.27 -10.29	 I -8.13 -9.21 I	 -1.45 I	 -2.73
iS mm. below -3.04 - II.te -4.83 -9.bS -2.cr; -1.01
16 mm. bclow I	 -5. 119 	 -1132 -4.34 -9.99 -t.S.; -2.17
1 7 min. bclnw -6.69 - 1 3-4 2 -7.94 -8-03, - 2.7 g - 4.30
118 rtlm. below I	 -;.21 -11.65 -7.63 -9.96 --I.$7 --.66
i9 mm. hclnw 1	 -6.,S --9.56
I
-9.86 -9.81 I	 -1-90 .9 I	 -4.01
20 mm. f,cic,w
I
-8.9g -q.65 -9.20 - I ;.-6 - 1 .^: 1	 -c.:-
21 mm. bcln%v - ; .6-	 ` - q.3o	 II -8.42	 I - 12.4; I	 - t . t" I	 -0.562	 ,a2 mnl. Lci - 9.73 _ _ - 1	 - - ^.; t - t .: i
23 mm. bcluw I	 - 6.;e
f
- 8.08	 i - 9.21	 I - 13.42 - 0.49 I	 +I.i9
24 mm. f claw '	
-9-04 -10.33 -3.85	 I -1..36 -0.86I
-0.6i
2
.S mm. bclrw -6 
-4	 i -8., t 2^..t6	 I 8-to..o -0- 6 _.o'I	 2	 5
.bnlm.bcl„w -4.75	 j --.th +;.C)
	
1 -10.0,; -1	 .;4
27 mm. Lcluw - 4•34	 I -4.26 I	 43.55 -3.07 -1.10 I	 -,;.^i'1
9 9 mm be!^w. -'-•^4	 I -6.16 I	 4-2.65 -g.r^g
I
-I.5
29 mm.fcluw I	 (' - j. - 11.4; ^0.jj -I-72 t	 -..J!
.10 m m. 6rina - 1 .50 - ..08 - j, 2j I	 -6.4; 1.72 I	 - 1.45
;1 nnn. V • rl g - WS 5.43 7•S4 -c.95
-• ^:
-3.11 I	 -IU.IS -I.jl -4.-
33 mm. below
-S-IS	 I -4.55 I	 -t2.56 I	 -3.21 l	 -0.54 -2.3034 mm. below -6.24 -2.63 I	 -to.69 -6.21 - 1 .4 3 -3.81
3S mm. bc!ow - 8.81 - 2.80 X - 12.69 -	 1.97 - 2.44
36 mm. below i	 X -7.5; X X -2.;6 -5.63
37 mm. bclo-,v X -10.82 X k X -3.96
38 mm. below X -10.18 X X X - 2.5 t
39 mm. Wow X X X X X - 2 .06
40 mm. below I	 I-``- X I	 X I	 X X 4-8.___
Mcan Change -6.82	 I
-
-g.25 I	 -10.23 -9.ro I	 -_. 4 6 I	 --.j4
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Talus 	 t o . A single scanning path was made thi ough the to lus
of the left foot originating at the inferior surface and projecting ariterioily
to the conspicuous landmark shown in Figure 1. The section of the talus
that was evaluated, consisting of cancellous skeletal tissue chiefly,
experienced losses in bone mass which generally were somewhat higher
than was found in the central section of the os calcis .
Hand Phalanges 4-2 and 5-2. The second phalanx of the left hand
in the fourth and fifth fingers was scanned by parallel cross-sectional
paths 1 .0 millimeter from center of scan to center of scan, aligned tan-
gentially with the longitudinal axis and covering the entire bone area in
each case. Both bones exhibited wide ranges of skeletal mass loss in
the different sections.
The losses in each of the parallel sections of hand phalanx 5-2
are shown in Summary C.
a itat Section . In the diagonal section of the ca pitate which
was evaluated in the site shown in Figure 3, losses were greatest in the
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Positioning a subject for making a radiograph of the os calcis in
lateral projection of the foot. The subject is protected by
plastic vinyl coverings impregnated with a lead compound .
3
GEMINI 1V DE'T'AILED FINDINGS
Comparative results from the three orbital flights covered in this
report (Gemini 1V, V, and VII, misJJons) have been shown in Summaries
A, B, and C in the Introduction. Thi:3 and the two following sections
give more details of the bone densitometric findings from the three mis-
sions .
Centra 1 Section of the Os Ca leis , Gemini IV. The x-ray absorp-
tion values (in terms of calibration wedge mass equivalency) obtained
from the central os calcis section (lhe "conventional" segment of this
bone) throughout the Gemini IV study are shown in Table I, Parts A and B
(Appendix) and in Figure 5. Table I (Appendix) includes the da-*La as read
from the computer in integrator counts, with the results converted to cal-
ibration wedge mass equivalency in grams in the last column of each part
of the table .
Based on the immediate preflight and the immediate postflight ra-
diographs , the command pilot showed a -7.80 per cent change in bone
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Multiples Sections nf the Cis Ca lci.s , GQmini Ia. On each of the
os calcis films of the command pilot, 37 parallel scans were made, and
on the os calcis series of the pilot, 40 scans were made on each film, as
noted. In the series of multiple os calcis scans of both astronauts, all
values determined immediately postflight were lower than the preflight
values .
In all 37 parallel os calcis segments of the command pilot series
there was a decrease in calibration wedge mass equivalency when the
first postflight film was compared to the last preflight film. These seg-
ments showed a range of change from -1 .50 to -9. 73 per cent . Of the
40 parallel scans of the os calcis radiograph of the pilot, the changes in
calibration wedge mass equivalency ranged from -2.08 to -13.42 per
cent. The bone mass values and the changes in values were not uniform
because of the differences in the tissues which the segments penetrated.
All positions of scans in the os calcis radiographs of each astronaut
which demonstrated the greatest percentage change were found in cross-
sectional areas of highly trabecular tissue.
Tables H and III, each with Parts  A - E (Appendix) contain the full
data on the multiple scans of the os calcis radiographs of both men, given
in terms of integrator counts as read from the computer. Figure 6 shows
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Four _Groups of Comparative Q Calcis Sections , G-mini IY. In
order to compare different areas of the os ca leis for changes in wedge
mass equivalency during flight, the multiple scans were divided into four
groups, with the sums of the values for each group compared before and
after flight. See Figures 7 and 8 for the graphs of the highest and lowest
quarterly bands of the multiple os calcis sections of the respective astro-
nauts of this mission.
For the Command Pilot of the Gemini IV flight, the following per-
centage changes between the last radiograph before lift-off and the first
film after recovery for the four groups of sections:
'Proximal Section (Segments 1 millimeter above the conventional
scan through Segment 7 below), per cent change in wedge
equivalency of the group of bone sections ......... -7.15
Second Section (Segments 8 through 16 millimeters below
conventional scan), per cent change in calibration wedge
equivalency ................................... -7.23
Third Section (Segments 17 through 25 millimeters below con-
ventional scan), per cent change in wedge equM-
lency ........................................ -7.65
Distal Section (Segments 26 to bottom of bone), pei cent




The changes in the four os calcis sections of the Pilot, measured
from the radiograph taken immediately before in comparison with that
which was taken immediately after the orbital flight, were the following:
Proximal Section (Segments 1 millimeter above the conventional
scan through Segment 8 below), per cent change in wedge
equivalency .................................. -11.00
Second Section (Segments 9 through 18 below the conventional
scan), per cent change in wedge equivalency ..... -10.99
Third Section (Segments 19 through 27 below conventional
scan), per cent change in wedge equivalency ..... -8.53
Distal Section (Segments 28 to bottom of b-)ne), per cent
change in wedge equivalency ................... -3.87
It will be noted from the data given above that the per cent
change in the group of the multiple sections at the distal end of the os
calcis in the case of each astronaut is lower than that of any of the three
higher quarter bands . It should be noted that these sections run across
a cortical area near the bottom of this bone . The change in this cortica 1
tissue, therefore, has been far less than that in the trabecular tissue
higher up in the bone .
26
Figures 7 and 8 also show the differences in negative slope during
flight of the tissue near the proximal part of the os calcis in comparison
with that of the lowest quarter of the traces, which falls chiefly in cor-
tica 1 tissue .
Section of Talus , G!2mini j[. Summary A shows that the section
of the talus which was scanned experienced a loss of 10.69 per cent for
the Command Pilot and 12.61 per cent for the Pilot. These losses can
be attributed to the high proportion of trabecular and the low amount of
cortical tissue in this bone.
Bones of the Hand, Gemini E. It is remarkable that the phalanx
of the fifth digit, which was evaluated for bone mass in cross-sectional
segments, experienced losses in bone mass in only four days. The mean
changes and the range of changes in hand phalanges 5-2 and 4-2 aye
shown in Summary A. The entire series of changes in bone mass in the
crosswise sections covering S-2 in the astronauts of this mission are
given in Summary C.
The central wrist carpal, the capitate, lost 4.48 per cent in the
Command Pilot and 17.64 per cent in the Pilot of Gemini IV. The indi-
viduul differences in the two astronauts is difficult to explain, although
the results indicate the need for further study of changes in bone mass
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Astronauts I:d%vard 1-I . White , Jr. , Pilot (left) and Ja mes A. McDivitt ,
Command Pilot (rig}-. t) arc shown entering the Gemini Simulator to
prepare for their Genuni-Titan 117 Four-Day Orbital Mission
GF1^,Il1\1 I V 1)ETAI1,FD FIN1)INLQS
^^ntral .
 ns ,ilcis Section, Genes V. The bone mass values (in
terms both of integrator counts and of calibration wedge mass equiva-
lency in grams) obtained from the central os ca lcis section during the
Gemini V study ar,: shown in Table IV and in Figure 9. Based on the im-
mediate postflight radiograph as compared with that made immediately
preflight, the Command Pilot showed a -15.1 per cent change. The
ccrresnor,uing value for the pilot was -8.9 per cent. Recovery of the
loss in this bone, site approached completion in both astronauts on the
twnty-eighth day of the experimeia (10 da7s postflight) . Full recovery
had occurred by the fifty-eighth day postflight.
Table IV consists of two sections , both giving the data obtained
by scanning the central section of the os ca leis . Part A provides the
data concerning this anatomical site for the Command Pilot and Part B
for the Pilot of the Genuni V mission . The tables give the results both
in terms of integrator counts and of calibration wedge mass equivalency
in grams, as has been noted. The latter is a factor derived mathemati-
cally from the integrator counts obtained from the densitometer as ex-
plained in cited references (9) (10). Figure 9 is based on calibration
wedge mass equivalency. Percentage change from one radiograph to
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ultipleSection of the Os Calcis , Gemini V. On each os calcis
radiograph of the command pilot of Gemini V, 37 scans parallel with the
central os calcis suction and including this section were needed to cover
approximately 60 per cent of this bone. The same number also was needed
for the pilot. Tables V and VI give the complete data for these sections
in terms of integrator counts and of calibration wedge mass equivalency
for the seven radiographs of both astronauts of the Gemini V mission.
Part C of these two tables includes the percentage changes in
the os calcis central section bone density from the imrr.ediate preflight
to the immediate postflight radiographs of these men. The total value
for the command pilot was 10.3 per cent lower immediately after flight
than immediately preflight, with 8.9 per cent the corresponding value for
the pilot. The greatest loss in the entire series of sections across this
bone was 29.52 per cent for the command pilot and 13.76 per cent for the
pilot.
A graphic summarization of the overall findings from the multiple
os calcis scans is presented in Figure 10. In this figure the total values
for each of the os calcis radiographs for each astronaut are summarized.
The command pilot continued to lose some bone mass during the
first 12 hours after flight, whereas the pilot began to rec-din lost bone
mass during this period. By the time that the radiographs were made 10




preflight overall os calcis bone density status, with some increase be-
fore this mission closed. The pilot had regained the level of the last
preflight bone mass of the overall os calcis evaluations . with no further
change.
Astronauts L. Gordon Cooper, Jr., Corimand Pilot (left),
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In an effort to determine which regions of the os calcis were the
most sensitivu reflectors of changes in bone mass , the multiple scans
made on this bone were divided into four groups , as shown below, based
on the data compiled from the immediate preflight and immediate post-
flight radiographs. In all four comparisons, the bone density values
were lower immediately postflight than they had been immediately pre-
f light .
Superior Section (1 mm, above conventional scan through
Segment 7 below)
Astronaut	 Per Cent Channe
Command Pilot	 -12.84 per cent
Pilot	 -- 8.25 percent
Second Section (Segments 8 through 16 mm. below con-
ventiona 1 scan)
Command Pilot	 -13.44 per cent
Pilot	 - 9.28 per cent
Third Section (Segments 17 through 25 mm. below conven-
tional scan)
Command Pilot	 - 7.13 per cent
Pilot	 -11.46 per cent
36
Fourth SccL.,-)n (Inferior section, including segments 26
t.,rough 34 below conventional scan for the command
oilot a— c!
 segments 26 through 35 below conventional
sca n for the pilot)
A c; tronaut	 Per Cent Change
Command Pilot
	 - 2 .4 7 per cent
Pilot	 - 7.64 per cent
It is apparent from these data that the bone mass decreased
somewhat more in the superior sections than in the inferior sections in
both astronauts . This effect may be attributed to the greater proportion
of cancellous or trabecular tissue to cortical bone in the superior regions
than in the inferior regions of the os calcis, explaining the fact that
changes of greater magnitude often are seen in the conventional scan-
ning path than in total multiple scans of the entire bone.
S ection of Talus, Gemini V. The x-ray calibration wedge mass
equivalencies at the talus scanning site made immediately postflight was
13.2 pei -ent lower than the lira 1 preflight value in the command pilot,
and 9.8 per cent lower in the pilot. By the twenty-eighth day of the ex-
periment, 10 days after the close of the orbital flight, both astronauts
approached full recovery in this anatomical site, with full recovery to
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Figure 1 I consis is of a gra ph of the da to on the to lus site a s
shown from rnca sure rnent^ of the series of radiographs; and Table VII
(Parts A and 13) gives the full data derived from the measurements made
in the talus site .
and Phalannes 5-2 and 4-2, Gemini V. The data for the values
obtained from the series of radiographs made of hand phalanx 5-2 of the
command pilot are given in Table VIII. The comparable data on the pilot
are given in Table IX. In Ta' --s X and XI, the basic data on phalanx 4-2
for the two astronauts are given. The data on the two hand phalanges of
the command pilot are shown graphically in Fi^r.c12. The companion
graph for the pilot is found in Figure 13.
Decreases in wedge mass equivalency after the eight-day orbital
flight occurred in hand phalanx 5-2 of both astronauts. The changes in
the 18 parallel traces for phalanx 5-2 of the command pilot ranged from
-19.6 to -26.1 per cent when '_he immediate postflight radiograph was
compared with that made immediately before the flight. The overall mean
change between the segments traced in the immediate preflight and post-
flight films of this astronaut was -23.0 per cent.
The changes in the parallel segments in phalanx 5-2 in the radio-
graphs of the pilot made immediately postflight compared with the last
preflight film ranged from -0.4 to -22.1 per cent, with an overall mean
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Changes in hand phalanx 4-2 were smaller than those in phalanx
5-2 in both astronauts. The data on the charges in the 4-2 hand ph '.anx
are summarized in Table XVI. The changes in the 22 parallel traces for
phalanx 4-2 of the command pilot ranged from -6.0 to -13.1 per cent
when the immediate preflight and immediate postflight values were com-
pared. The overall mean change was -9.8 per cent.
The changes in t:"ie parallel segments in phalanx 4-2 of the pilot
from film 4 to film 5 ranged from -5.3 to -16.9 per cent, with an overall
mean average of -11 .8 per cent.
Sectio rear Distal End of Radius , Gemini Y. The changes in
bone mass in the distal end of the radius wore evaluated only in the
Gemini V st dy. During this eight-day flight, the calibration wedge mass
equivalency of the distal end of the left radius decreased by -25.3 per
cent in the command pilot and by -23.5 in the pilot, when the last radi
graph before lift-off and the firs- preflight radiograph were compared .
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Astronauts James A.	 (l(--ft) and Frank Iiorrrkm ,
Command Pilot
	 prime crew of the Gemini -Titon VII
These astronauts also constituted the back-up
crew of the Gemini 1V orbital flight .
n I JU -V Lj D F T A ILA r? _..LN D I STS S
!L:aLtral 10:, C. ,^—Ic-ja Sect i(2n , Cein inii VII . The bone mass va Iues in
terms of integrator counts ar.d of calibration wodge mass equivalency which
were obtained fr-,;n tht, ce.nual os calcis section throughout the Gemini VII
mission are given in Table XIII. Figure 15 shows the sequence of values
graphically for this bone section. Based on a comparison of the calibration
wedge mass equivalency of the immediate postflight radiograph with that
made immediately before the launch, this central or "conventional" segment
of the os calcis e:;'iibited very minor changes during the orbital flight, both
for the command pilot and pilot, with values of 2.91 and 2.84 per cent,
res pectiv-^ ly .
It should be noted that some increase in bone mass of this an,--
tnmical site took place during the first 24 hours following the orbital
flight in both astronauts , with a marked increase in both men during the
11-day period after the flight, the matter mon pronounced in the pilot. At
the time of making the last radiograph of the series, 47 days postflight,
1
the command pilot had levelled off in calihration wedge equivalency of
this section of the os . 7ilcis at a value higher than any which was found
in the preflight series. The pilot, on the other hand, had a value in the
last central os calcis radiograph which was higher than that of any of his
previous films except the next to the last measurement. It should be
44





noted that the, flicillt ended on 18 December, 1965, and that the next 11
days thereafter included the Christmas holiday, , a period during which
both men stated that they had consu -^d considerable quantities of food,
including Illil'..
Mail tj )1	 s of t 	C)s a leis ,	 mini V!Tl. Table XIV gives
the values for each of the 33 parallel scans needed to cover 60 per cent
of the os calcis for each of the sevEn radiographs taken of the command
Pilot of Gemini VII throughout this mission. Table XV gives the comparable
data for the 42 parallel scans made on the series of radiographs if the
Gemini VI1 pilot. Part C of each of these tables shows the comparisons of
the overall section- , ` tl- -- os calcis of each astronaut cis  determined from
the radiographs made immediately preflight and those made immediately
postflight.
These tablr, s show that the changes in the overall sum of the sec-
tional values obtained from the parallel scans rrlde in the radiograph
taken of the command pilot on the carrier immediately after his rcccvery
was only -2.46 per cent different from that made immediately before
launch. The comparable change in values for the pilot was -2 .54 per cent.
The tables show also that the greatest change during flight in bone mass
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A graph of the sums of the calibration wedge equivalency values
for the multiple os calcis sections for caCn of the preflighr and po:'tfiight
radiographs is she,;m for both astroaauts ire 1'iyure 16. A g,:!neraI -c^ir:il:,rity
bet`.veen the graphs of the "coI;ventional" section and that of th y' evor• 11
os calcis sections for these astronauts is seen by comparing Figures 13
and 16.
Table XIV ; wvs that, of th^ 3b r•I`a 11e1 scans requited to cover 60
per cent of the os calcis rf t'• . e (--j. mancl pilot . the bone mass changes
during he 14 -da orbital f 1 i ^ht rangec'. fro g: 5.17  to -O AD4 per cent. The
changes ol the 42 scar:- in tile. jx,--allel system of the os calcis L)f the pilot
raided from -7 . b) Lo - G = 27 per ,;ent (Table XV) . The irregularity in the
tra bu iatiC ,n of the os ca lci s is e :tic' -rlt ir, F .gure 34 .
;n:_tion oftalus, ^',Qrn* Vf^_ Tac;ls XV[ and f=igure 17 show that,
during the pref light , the mass of the bone secti^t ,. evaluate(-,. in the talus
first increased and ths,7 decreased for the cominand pilot. The pilot showed
a slight decrease in this site prefli ght. Postflight, both astronauts ex-
hibited a marked increase for 11 da ys, with final values not markedly dif-
ferent from the initia 1 levols . In genera 1 this re presents the sa me pattern
of change as that shown by Llle os calcis. The calibration wedge mass
equivalency at the talus scanning site obtained from the radiograph made
immediately postflight wa: 7.06 per cent lower than the final prefli_,ht
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jLgal jjLl Lc1a -5- 2 and 2-, QonpjuYL. As in the case cif the
os calcis and of the hared ph:11anges sites scanned for the Geinini IV and
Gemini V astronauts, multiple parallel sons were nkide across hand pha-
langes 5-2 and 4-2 of the Gemini VII radiographs, with distances of one
mm. from the center of one scan to that of the next scan. In this manner,
the entire area of each phalanx was evaluated in posterior-anterior pro-
jection.
Land pha lanx 5,Gemini 1711. Tables XVII and XVIII arc given to
show the data for the respective cross-sections of hand phalanx 5-2 for
each of the two astronauts of Gemini VII. These tables show in Part C the
comparison of the bone mass of the sections across hand phalanx 5-2 of
each astronaut, evaluated in each case from the radiograph made immedi-
ately before the orbital flight as well as that made 14 days later, imnredi-
ately after recovery of the astronauts on the carrier after the flight o-ndcd.
From the beginning to the close of the orbital flight, the ^ornman6
pilot sustained an overall change in the 18 parallel sections of prialarix
5-2 amounting to -6.78 per cent.- In the 17 scans required to cover hand
phalanx 5-2 of the pilot, an overall change in bone mass of -7.83 per
cent was found. The greatest change in this bone for the command pilot
in any of the cross-sectional segments was -12.07 per cent, and for the
pilot, the corresponding change was -14.P; per cent.
Figure 18 includes a ara ph of the calibration wedge mass equiva-
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Jj.:>»d PhA.-)n : 4-' , Z, rji,iit K . Figure 19 consists of graphs of
the calibration wedge mass equivalency values for hand phalanges 4-2 for
the serial radiographs of the two Gc'irdni•V11 astronauts throucjhout thei.
mission . The -era ph of the corn rand pilot shows that the va lue. for pha
lanx 4-2 was higher at the begin- 'nd of the orbital flight than the firs*_
preflight value, with a decline by the close of the flight. This was fol-
lowed by a gradual increase after the fl..ght. The graph for phalanx 4-2
for the pilot shows a marked increase in boric mass during the first seven
days of preflight, followed by a cecrease cluring the last four preflight
days. Following the decrease during the flight, there was a continuous
postflight increase.
Table XL\ dives the bone mass changes found in each section of
phalanx 4-2 of each astronaut, as derived from the evaluations made
_`corn the radiographs taken immediately before and immediately following
the orbital flight of Gomini VII. From the time of taking the radiograph
made immediately before launch until that which was made 14 days later,
immediately after recovery on the carrier, tho command pilot sustained an
overall change in the 25 scans required to cover phalanx 4-2 of his hand
of -6.S3 per cent. 'ihe change in this anatomical site for the pilot during
the same period was -3.82 per cent, with 25 scans required to cover this
bone. The greatest change in any section of phalanx 4-2 was -9.11 per
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S_^^, u4D across t Q Caxi t-a-IL	 j,_:Lnb .-d. 1Qi. Table XX outlines the
bone rYk-ss data for the seven radiographs v:hich were made of the central
wrist carpal of each of the Gendni VII astronauts, the capitate. As in the
case of the x-rays made in some of the other anatomic sites, the astro-
nauts both increased in bone mass slightly between the first two films of
the series, and then decreased in calibration wedge mass equivalency be-
tween the secona and fina I preflight radiographs . Between the x-ray made
immediately before the orbital fli ght and that made immediately after re-
covery on the carrier, the change in mass of the section of the capitate
which was evaluated was -4.31 par cent fo r the command pilot and -9.30
per cent for the pilot.
As in the case of most of the x-Lays made of other anatomical lo-
cations, the capitate made a marked recovery in bone mass (in terms of
calibration wedge mass equivalency) during the first 	 ` ,:rs follo:;,ing
the mission in both astronauts . Then there was a mar	 ncrease in
mass of this bone during the next 10 days, reaching tI 	 Est level at
this time, with this period as noted coming within the Ch' U.-Ls holidays.
Then the bone mass decreased somewhat until the last radiograph was
taken after the orbital flight was over. The final level of mass in this
bone for both min, however, was higher in the last radiograph than in the
x--ray immediately before the flight. Figure 20 shows the capitate d,
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Use has been made of the background information secured from
the bed rest stu(?ios concerning bone densitometry results for comparison
witli the findings from the astronauts consuming similar levels of r.Lcium
during space flight for an equal period of time. It should be noted that
the astronauts of Gemini It' consur-.cd only a daily mean of 679 and 739
milligrams of calcium for the command pilot and the pilot, respectively,
during their 4-day mission, wlich represents a moderate level of calcium.
The corresponding mean levels of daily calcium consumption by the com-
mand pilot and the pilot of the Getrini V mission
	 373 and 313 milli-
grams per day. This represented between one-third and one-fourth of the
calcium provided for them for their eight-day flight. In addition, they also
were consunng about the same proportionately low levels of energy and
of other major nutrients by eating only a moderate proportion of their to.a 1
food .
The command pilot and the pilot of Gemini VII, on the other hand ,
consumed means of 945 and 921 milligrams daily of the approximately
1,200  milligrams per day available of the calcium in the ca lcit: "ortified
diet provided for their 14-day mission. The three groups of astronauts,
therefore, showed the following rank rder as to their levels of calciumA
consumption:
57
Ran', 1 . Gemini VII, command pilot 9 ,15 and pilot 921 milli-
grains of calcium daily;
Rank 2. Gemini IV, command pilot 679 and pilot 739 milligrams
of calcium daily;
Rank 3. Gemini V, command pilot 373 and pilot 313 milligrams
of calcium daily.
Comparison af on	 n i-J Losses
11	 t11^1^^5 di'• Ju ^e( UI:1tiJC r:CV
arld Zr Astr+mau*s dur_t_g f zece Flici?t
Bone mass losses for men at horizontal bed rest may be computed
for an%, number of bed rest days, since radiographs of the hand and foot
are made Bail} during the bed rest period . Hence comparisons may ije
made between bone mass losses in bed rest subjects and in astronauts
who have consumed similar amounts of calcium for the same period of
time. Losses of bone mass may be reported either in terms of calcium
hydroxyapatite mass equivalency or of calibration_ wedge mass equiva-
lency , since the former has been derived from the latter by multiplying
by a constant factor.
Figures 21 and 22 show graphically the bone mass changes in the
central os calcis and in hand phalanx 5-2 during the orbital flights of the
command pilot and the Pilo, of Gemini missions IV, 1 , and VII, together
58
with the mean of the bone density changes in the bed rest subjects who
consumed comparable levels of calcium daily for the same periods of time.
Summaries D, E, and F cover the same information as the two tables,
w t1u additional data on the calcivin intake and the p-r cent change in bone
mass of the two atomic sites under consideration for individual bed rest
subjects .
Figure 21 and the three summaries listed above show that the astro-
nauts of the Gemini-Titan VII mission exporienced generally lower losses
in krone density of the central section of the os cal lcis than were found in
the Gemini IV crew and particularly in the cre% •. of Geraini V during flight.
The losses in this section for the Gemini VII astronauts were even loner
than were the losses found in the subjects :vho had been at horizontal
bed rest on a similar level of dietary calcium for the same period of time.
Figure 22 and the three summaries under consideration show that,
in the hand phalanx 5--2 notably greater decreases in bone mass during
flight were shown for all astronauts than for the TWU bed rest subjects
v.,ho consumed equivalent quantities of calcium; for a time period equal to
the time of the respective fli ghts . This would indicate to the authors the
n--ed for further study of the reasons for the differences found in these
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SUMMARY D
A1^L iE IN_ $QU MUSS* L 1'1, CENTRAL Q^ Q_ LOL AND M.
THE MND PHALANX 5-2 .4F ASTRONAUT, .1£ G MI T I 1L[, AND
jI1L	 nF,ST LUBTECTSQ1^ SIMILAR DIETARY CALCIUM LEVFI^
FOR ,UU SAME PERIOD SQF TIME ()"O'JIZ DAYS)
Level of Daily Change in Central Os
Subjects 'a lciun! Intake Calcis Bcne Mass*
(milligrams) (per cent)
GEMINI 1!
Command	 Pilot	 ........	 679	 ...............	 -7.80
Pilot	 ................	 739	 ...............	 -10.30
TWU BED REST
SUBJECTS
Subject	 1	 .............	 675	 ...............	 -2.67
Subject 	 .............	 659	 ...............	 -4.25
Subject	 3	 .............	 636	 ...............	 -3.39
Subject	 4	 .............	 636	 ...............	 -3.59
Mean	 .............	 651	 ...............	 -3.47
Level of Daily	 Change in Hand




Command	 Pilot	 ........	 679	 ...............	 -11.85
Pilot	 ................	 739	 ...............	 -6.24
TWU BED REST
SUBJECTS
Subject	 1	 .............	 675
	 ...............	 -1.61
Subject	 2	 .............	 659	 ...............	 -1 .80
Subject	 3	 .............	 636	 ...............	 -2.28
Subject 	 .............	 ^6	 ...............
	
+1,61
Mean	 .............	 651	 ...............	 -1.02
*In terms of calibration wedge mass equivalency (grams)
,SUMMARY  E
CEL1LLGE a BONE AS '* Ill '1 Z Q Nl'RAL 9S QALQ1S AND IN
= Ij11_.Dll2 PHALiNX 5-2 -QE ASTRONAUTS QE GEMINI -V, AND
ML BLD RE51, SUI=T, QU 51MIJLE DI Aa QALCIUMXff, S
FOR = aA 3E' TERIOD 2F Illy-1: LUClia DAYS)
I	 Level of Daily	 Change in Central Os
Subjects	 Calcium Intake
























. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .	
-8 - 0 6.0 
-7.41
Level of Daily	 Change in Band











Subject 	 .............	 307	 ...............	 -1.52










Mean .............	 303	 ...............	 -1.19
*In terms of calibration wedge mass equivalency (grams)
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J^^ R Y P
CI'_ANGE ZL BONE MASS* a JEL CENTRAL (:,S CALCIs 6ji JU
TTIE TIAN p FH11L'1NX2	 AS^TR(-NALITS.Q£ _C^Tj^jj, ANI
la J^M E:, -J SUBTECT.; ,Qy SIMILArl DIETARY C^ M LEVELS
F U cif; .MME 	 9.E T f M GA ^3YS )
Level of Daily Change in Central Os
Subjects Calcium Intake I	 Calcis Bone Mass*
(mil ligra ms) (per cent)
GEMINI VII
Command Pilot
	 ........	 945	 .............	 -2.A1






Subject  .............	 1,021	 ....	 -3,s6
Subject 3 .............	 1,034	 .............	 -5.79
Subject
 .............	 1,020	 .............	 -5.11
Subject .5 .............	 930	 .............	 -5.86
Mean............. 987	 .............	 -4.76
Subjects
Levei of Daily	 Change in Hand






Command Pilot	 ........	 945	 .............	 -6.78
Pilot	 ................ 921	 .............	 -7.83
TWU BED REST
SUBJECTS




Subject 3 .............	 1,034	 .............	 -0.44
Subject4 .............	 1,020	 .............	 -0.96
Subject 5 .............	 930	 .............	 -_..a
Mean .....	 987	 .............	 -1.05
*Iri terms of calibration wodge mass equivalency (grams)
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Dic *a ro_mponents Oh;,r Jhaa
Calcium Cor_suined by  Astrcnauts
In making comparisons of bone density between the astronauts and
the Texas Wou;an's UPiversity bed rest subjects , it should be noted that
calcium vas the rrk:jor dietary variable in the TWU studies conducted to
date, with an effort made to keep energy and other nutrients optimum,
and as Nearly constant as possible. Bed rest studies of 14 days duration
have been conducted at TWU with daily levels oil calcium ranging from 300
to 2,000 milligrams. During the ambulatory equilibration, the bed rest,
and the reccnditic•_ning periods the remainder of the diet has been held at
the fol!otving levels: 2,50:0 calories (adjusted to fit the subjects' needs
with carbohydrate foods), 90 - 100 grains of protein, 230 g~3ms of carbo-
hydrate, j.20 grams of fat, 18 - 20 rril^ grams of iron, I0,000 InTernational
Units  of vitamin A equivalency, 400 International Units of vitamin D, 100 -
150 milligrams of ascorbic acid, and minima of 1 .6 milligrams of thiamine ,
1.8 milligrams of ribofLvin, and 21 milligrams of niacin per day. A min-
imum, of 250 rail:igr3ms of avagnesium has been supplied daily.
The diets were designed with respect to the types of foods selected
and their preparation so as to fail within the low residue category. For
i	 each. c.:lcium level, three or four master menus were prepared which were
rotated .
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The astronaut.;, on the other hand, had been provided a diet which
was regarded as adequate   in energy and in all major nutrients if all of the
food provided ha-' been consumed. Therefore , a reduction in ca lcium in-
take by the asuonauts was accompanied by comparable reductions in
energy and in all other rutrient3. This is illustrated in Sumrr.3ries G, H,
and I. The summaries include the fcod provided for the command pilot
and the pilot for each of the missions , and the quantities of certain of
the major nutrients consumed by the two respective astronauts in each
case. The summaries include comparisons of the levels of the following
provided and consumed: energy, protein, fat, carbohydrate, calcium,
phosphorus , iron, magnesium, sodium, potassium, and chloride (as
NaCl). The diets were computerized in the Statistical Laboratories at the
Texas Woman's University, with calcium and phosphorus in specimens
identical with items placed ir the space crafts analyzed chemically in the
TWU Bionutrition Laboratories.
The Summaries confirm the statement that a reduction in calcium
inta:;e by the astronauts was acc_ompar_ied by comparable reduction in




COMPARISON QF r ^?,^„ F.RGY ANT) NUTRIENTS PROVIDED ^g EA -H
ASTRONAUT IL =
 SP -:CECRAFT ,QE aE.Nl1111 a ICY COMPARISON
WITH TEAT CO\T SUNl r LE a= C OM INIAND PILOT AND =











Energy (calories) 2,654.0 2,635.0 2,066.0 2,230.0
Pr3tein (gra ms) 110.8 111.4 79.8 89 .
Fat (grams) 113.0 111.2 88.8 94.8
Carbohydrate (grads) 283.4 I	 300.6 238.8 257.2
Calcium (milligrams) 903.0 I	 867.0 679.0 739.0
Phosphorus (milligrams) 1,522.0 1,550.0 1,167.0 1,308.0
Iron (milligrams) 9.4 10.4 7.0 8.6
Magnesium (milligrams) 180.5 187.3 157 .7 164.4	 1
Sodium	 milli rams 4	 356.0 048.0 3	 1 .16.0 3,117.0	 l
Potassium (milligrams) 2,042.0 2,757.0 2,098.0 2,248.0
Chloride as NaCl (grams) 10.98 10.23 8.1_7 I	 7.96
S U TA M A^3Y. 1i
LC►MPARISON Q_F ENERGY ANF) NUTRIENTS PROVIDED E .^ L EACH
ASTRONAUT T' T E SPACECRAFT QE STEM \'I V INCOMPAP, c, ON
1AgTH T?IAT
	 N " lj^D BY THF. COr.I\LAND PILOT AND TI?E





durin g Flig ht




Energy (calories) 2,733 1,073 913
Protein ( grams) 96.4 41.9 33.8
Fat (grams) 116.6 38.3 30.f
Carbohydrate (grams) 330.3 I	 140.9 124.2
Calcium (milligrams) 849 373 333	 i
Phosphorus (milligrams) 1 ,355 723 556
Iron (milligra m^ 9.5 3.8 3.4
Magnesium (milligrams) 210.9 82.7 73.4
Sodium (milligrams) 4,949.0 2,197.0 1,8:5.0
Potassium (milligrams) 2 ,127.0 1 ,007.0 914.0
Chloride as NaCl (grams) 10.29 4.70 4.06
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SUMMARY I
COMPARISON QF ENER-Gy AND NUTRIENTS PROVIDED F-R EACH
ASTRONAUT T, = SP.ACECRAFT QF GEM NI ,VII a CO\1PARISON
WITH THAT CONSUMED BY THE COMMAND PILOT AND THE
PILOT DURING THFIR ORBITAL FLIGHT
Food Provided Food Consumed during
for Daily F lic!^- bv•ITEMS Consumption Comm- nd
during Flight Pilot P1I°`	 i
Energy (calories) 2,337.0 1,817.0 1,848.0
Protein (grams) 91 . l 69.2 70.0
Fat (grams) 1	 98.3 71.3 73.6
Carbohydrate (grams) 272.3 224.7 226.6
C om man d
Calcium (milligrams) Pilot	 1 ,033.0 945.0 921.0
Pilot	 1,096.0 
Phosphorus (mi.'_.grams) 1,617.0 1 ,230.0 1 ,216 .0
Iron (milli gra ms) 9 .5 7.3 7.5 
Magnesium (milligrams) 188.7 142.9 141.4
Sodium (milli grams) 4,190.0 3,318.0 3.398.0
Potassium (milligrams) 2,307.0 1,808.0 1,735.0
Chloride as NaCl (grams) 8.84 6.82 7.04
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BOr, T E D=M VALUES _QT THE BACK-UP CREWS
M THE G F, IM J[, Y, AND YU MISSIONS
For each of the three Gemini prime crews who have been discussed
in this report, there was a back-up crew consisting of two men for each
mission. Each member of the back-up crews was radiographed four times,
with the conventional os calcis trace evaluated for changes in comparison
with those of the command pilots and pilots who made the orbital flights.
The men of the back-up crews could not be regarded strictly as controls
for the astronauts assigned to the respective missions because they were
not kept on an assigned diet, with limited dietary records kept preflight
and none kept postflight. Nevertheless, it was considered to be of in- 	 t
terest to find the range of change in bone density which occurred for col-
leagues en gaged in ground-based activities similar to those in which the
f Licht a s trona uts took part before their orbita 1 f lights . The radiogra phs
made of the back-up crews extended from the preflight to the postflight
periods of the prime astronauts .
The prime crew members of the Gemini IV mission were Astronaut
James A. McDivitt and Astronaut Edward H. White Ii. The lack-up crew
for this mission included Astronaut Frank Borman and Astronaut James
Lovell.
The members of the Gemini V mission who took part in the orbital
flight were Astronaut L. Gordon Cooper, Jr, and Astronaut Charles
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Conrad, Jr. The back-up crew for this mission consisted of Astronaut
Neil A. Armstrong and Astronaut Elliott See.
The prime crew members of the Gemini VII mission were Frank Bor-
man and James Lovell. The back-up crew was composed of Astronaut
Edward H. White II and Astron-l ut Mike Collins .
The summary which follows gives the overall span of bone mass
values (in terms of per cent difference in calibration wedge mass equiva-
lency) from the lowest to the highest value, and the greatest percentage
span between any two successive radiographs of the members of the re-
spective back-up crews .
From this summary it is shown that the overall change from the
lowest to the highest value in four radiographs, covering approximately
three months in each case was less than the negative change in the bone
mass of the same anatomic site during orbital flight of the prime crew




Mission Astronaut Per Cent RadiographsSpan
_ (per Cent)
1 .44Gemini IV Borman 1.63
Love  1 1	 2 50
Gemini V Armstrong 8.70 7.09
8.9 's 4.99
Gemini VII White 2.50 1 .53
C ollins 3.00 0.75	 I
I
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ZL^_, w Variable iu Co mini yji orbita 1 Flialit
A new variable was inserted into the Gemini VII space flight which
was believed to have had an effect orr the bone densitonietric changes in
the central section of the os calcis. This consisted of a planned exercise
program used throughout this orbital flight for the firs, time. Dietlein and
Rapp (11) of the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center developed an inflight ex-
erciser and planned a program of isotonic and isometric exercise which
was followed routinely by the astronauts of this mission. The purpose of
these investigators was to evaluate day-by-day the physical condition of
the flight crew with increasing time under space flight conditions . The
basis of the evaluations was the response of the cardiovascular system
to a calibrated work load.
The exercise device which was used for isotonic exercise in the
flight consisted of a pair of bungee cords attached to a nylon plastic
handle at one end and to a nylon foot strap at the other. A stainless-
steel stop cable limited the stretch of the bungee cords and fixed the iso-
tonic work load of each pull. The device was used to exercise the lower
extremities by pushing the foot against the foot strap and lifting the leg
in a rigid position. Stress in other parts of the body, including the back,
was effectuated by other phases of the isotonic exercise .
A series of isometric exercises also was used in the program which
were planned in advance to include stretching of certain muscles without
changing position of any part of the body.
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It is believed by the authors that the isotonic exercise involving
pressure on the ball of the foot was a factor in the lowering of the loss
of skeletal mass of the os calcis in the Gemini VII astronauts. No as-
pect of the exercise program, on the other hand, involved pressure on
hand phalanx 5-2, which could account for the fact that bone density was
not increased in this skeletal site.
In order to find whether or not the introduction of the exercise
variable may have had an effect upon the better retention of bone mass in
the central os ca leis of the Ge rrini VII crew during s p:i ce flight, two 14- 	
1
day bed rest periods were conducted at the Texas Woman's University,
with the same two subjects in both, and with the dietary provision and all
other aspects of the units the same, except for the fact that the exercise
program was carried out only during the second bed rest trial. The same
subjects were used in the two bed rest periods , because , after an ex-
tended period of equi l ibration following the first bed rest, these men were
brought to a bone density level both in the os calcis and in hand phalanx
5-2 which matched their status at the beginning of the first bed rest pen 	 ^—
far more closely than would have been pos.3ible had other cubjects been
used as controls . The exercise progra m was carried out during the second
bed rest four times daily as was done by the Gernini VII astronauts , with
the same routine followed and the same exercisers used.
r
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The bone mass values in the central os calcis section during the
second hoc] rest period with exercise surp°isscd those during the first bcd
rest without exercise , with the data pooled for both subjects , by a dif-
ference which was highly significant (P< 0.01). The bone density re-
sults with the os calcis were supported by the finding that the amount of
calcium excreted during the bed rest period with no exercise exceeded
that during the bed rest period with excrci;e by a significant difference
(P<0.015) (12).
The os calcis changes and the changes in calcium excretion with
the same subjects during bed rest with and without exercise has a coun-
terpart in an investigation carried on jointly by the Texas Institute of
Reh4bilitation and Research at the Texas Medical Center, Houston, Texas,
and the Texas Woman's Universitv (W).
During the two experimenta 1 bed rest tria is with and without ex-
ercise, hand phalanx 5-2 lost very little bone mass (based on the sum of
all of the cross -sectional scans in each case), whether exercise was
followed or not, with no statistically significant differences in this re-
spect between the two bed rest results. The considerable difference in
the bone mass losses in the small finger during bed rest and during orbital
Ei	 f light requires further study .
LL
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STUDIES ON C,IIIINCES IN 130NE MASS
DURING RECUMB-I NCY
The first recumbency studies in which Texas Woman's University
personnel participated were conducted at the Texzjs Institute for Rehabili-
tation and Research at Houston, Texas (10). This study included seven
healthy adult males, ages 21 to 34 years of ago. After the beginning of
the bed rest period, all subjects showed a marked and progressive de-
crease in bone mass, a typo of response which had been observed in a
three-day bed rest study done previously at TIER, in which the TWU per-
sonnel also had taken part (1 3).
Ln independent 14-day Bed Rest studies conducted at the Texas
Woman's University, bone mass has been lowered and calcium excretion
has been increased on levels of calcium intake during the Bed Rest peri-
od ranging from 300 to 2,000  milligrams per day.
Summary J gives the mean losses in bone raass in the central os
calcis section of 14-day bed rost subjects consuming the designated daily
mean amounts of dietary calcium. The table also shows the mean daily
urinary and fecal output of calcium, reported first in terms of milligrams,
and then as per cent of ca lcium intake .
Figures 21 , 22, and 23 together with related data have been in-




M C.'I aU,, G:, M B ON E M._ AS S SOT TiIE• N'T ,!L -QLAC IL IS
SECTIOT QITJ IJ G TJ E SFILUE OF 1J- IDA -J TTY REST EZRIO 2S IN
COMPARISON WITH T^ LDS0 .4T CALCIUM SQL THE EXCPFTA
^I
I
Mean Per Cent Mean Daily Calciuni Output
I^ • el ;D'_ Mean Change in




	 I C' lcium n 14 riays of Feces Output
(miII giz-ns)
	 ; int -:Ikc- R, d a'st (milligrams) as Per Cent
30C 30^,	 ' .2.35 = 0.25 724 239.7
(4 suDi- acts)










841 -8.07 f 1.37 I	 998 118.7
subjects)
1,000 987 -4.76	 1.33 1,061 107.5
(5 subjects)
I




2,012 -4.96 } 0.92 2,281 113.4
*Ln terms of change in calibration wedge mass equivalency
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Figure 23 consists of a graph in which the bone mass loss of the
central os calcis section of each of the 30 men in the studies after 14
days of bed rest, calculated in per cent, is plotted against their mean
daily calcium intake for the 14 days. In prepsring this graph, a third
order polynomial least square me thod v:,as employed, in which the calcium
intake was taken as the independent variable and the following function
was generated:
Per cent bone mass change = CJ^ (calcium intake)
After compuring a set of coefficients , these values served to obtain the
best fit curve for the data . A negative correlation: coefficient of 0.728 was
found in the comparison of bone mass loss and mean calcium intake during
14 days .
The output of urinary and fecal calcium tended to be higher with
the higher levels of calcium intake. A statistical com parison of daily
calcium consumption and daily urinary and fecal excretion froir, the dat
pooled for each of the 30 subjects in these bed rest studies yielded a
positive correlation coefficient of 0,034. On the other hard the mean
calcium excretion_ levels (urinary and fecal), calculated as per cent of the
calcium intake for each of the subjects was higher for the lower amounts
of daily calcium consumption, and lower as the intake increased.
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In the Bed Rest units outlined in Summary J, higher levels of die-
tary calcium were provided during the Pre-22d Rest ambulatory equilibra -
tion periods than during the Bed Rest periods during the first three units ,
when 300, 500, and 700 milligrams , respectively, were provided daily.
This was done for the purpose of brin ging the bone mass and the calcium
balance status'to an equilibrium before the Bed Rest period began in each
case.
The other four Bed Rest units were desi gned in each case so that
the same daily level of calcium was provided as durin g the subsequent
bed rest. These levels were 800, 1,000,  1,500 and 2 , 000 rmlligrE ms per
day, respectively. In these cases, bone mass remained virtually the
same durin g the last five days :f Pre-Bed Rest, with the subjects in r
cium ba lance .
For these four Bed Rest units the calcium excretion levels of %:rine
alone and of urine and feces combined were cornpared by means of the "t"
test for the P-e-Bed Rest ambulatory and the Bed Rest periods, with t .e
results given in Summary K.
Summary K shows that the excretion of calcium during bed res t_ was
hi gher than that during the ambulatory period on the same calcium dietary
level, both for urinary calcium alone and for the calcium of urine and feces .
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SUMNIARY K
s OMP.',RISO\T 	ALCIU11 EXCP. 1ET1 D j1	 L- A\r L j1L?^„ IJ•RIIt=r
P,ND F r(- ES	 P,IT^ \;`D I^URI_ ^ 1± PRE-RPD DrS? AN	 _7 	 A^,
JEE PEp RSA Pra= WHEN = SAME LEVELS = DIETARY ac', I CIIIM
"1T PROVIrBD
Level of Calcium Mea n Urinary "t " va iue Proba bi lit '
Provided in the Die t_ Calci::m Excreted
800 mg. Pre-be i rest .. 241 3.5819 P< 0.001
Bed rest	 ..... 310
1,000 mg. Pre-bed res t_ .. 239 2.5549 P<0.02
Bed rest	 ..... 278
1,500  mg . Pre-bed rest .. 282 2.4804 P< 0.02
Bed rest	 ..... 344
2,000 mg. Pre-bed rest .. 328 3.1464 P< 0.01
Bed rest	 ..... 393
Level of Calcium Mean Calcium Excreted "t" value Probability
F-cvi- ed _	 = Die - (Lri -,ar	 ­1 _-ca i )
800 rig. Pre -bed rest .. 825 18.4068 P< 0.001
Bed rest	 ..... 999
1 ,000 mg. Pre-bed rest .. 942 6,867 P <0.001
ii Bed rest	 ... 1,061 
1 , 500 mc, . Pre-bed rest 1 , 387 6.861 F< 0.001
Bed rest	 ... 1,619
2 , 000 mg. Pre-bed rest 1,787 15.982 P< 0.001
Bed rest	 ... 2,281
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'ZBT'I'AL " _ ='r
The data accumulated on bone mass during orbital flight is limited
in comparison with that obtained from the horizontal bed rest TWU recum-
bency studies. Ever, with the relatively small amount of data which has
been obtained from six astronauts during orbital flight, however, prelin-d-
nary comparisons of bone loss with dietary intake is possible.
From Summaries G, H, and I of this report, the quantities of energy
and of certain maid.- nutrients consumed dail y
 by the astronauts of Gemini-
Titan RI , V, and VII during flight are given. In Summary A, the per cent
changes in bone mass in six anatomic sites during orbital flight rave been
shown. Correlation c-De ficients were determined Ior bone mass changes
between each of the skeletal sites paired with energy and with each of
seven major nutrients . The nutrients featurin g, in the correlation coef-
ficients .era the following: protein, fat, carbohydrate, calcium, phcs-
phorus, magnesium and iron.
Significant correlatic,-is %-,rere found between the follo:ving pairs
of dietary components and bone density changes
All Skeletal Si-,2 ' Evaluate . Pooled data for all skeletal sections
which were considered were found to be significantly related to the levels
of intake of energy, carbohydrate, calcium, phos phorus, iron, and
V-'
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magnesiur.i. Each of the skeleta 1 sites investigated vas found to have a
significant correlation coefficient when paired %:ith calcium.
ELiqhd Fhalance: 4 -2 and 5-2. The only other skeletal sections
found to be significantly correlated with the dietary factors investigated
were hand phalanx 4-2 and hand phalanx 5-2. Both of these phalanges
had a statistically significant correlation %' pith energy, protein, fat, car-
bohydrate, calciu-M, phosphorus, iron, and magnesium.
The calculation of a simple coefficient of correlation bet- ,.^een a
bone site and a :I ietary factor ma-, give a statistica 11' significant finding
because of a relationship between tv:o or more dieted' factors. In the
case of calcium, hov ever, the reL :ions hip of this -ineraI component of
bone is understandabl;. related significan t ly to each skeletal section in -
vestigated. The correlation coefficients and the probabilities of signifi-
cance of the co:nzarisons between the lcsses in bone sass of the various
bone sites and the levels of calcium intake by the astronauts during orrital
flight are given in Summary L.
A linear regression line showing the first order relationships be-
tween dietary calcium intake and the data fcr all skeletal sections pooled
is shown in Figure 24. Fi gures 25, 26, and 27 consist of iinear regression
"'	 • o centralpines for calcium intake and bone density changes in the c..:^_ra 1 os ca leis ,
	 >
in the summation of the multiple sections of the os calcis, and in hand
phalanx 5-2, respectivel;; .
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S UII ',%Uk R V L
^.2C FF_ TC IF NI TS L^-i? I r `'	 S `- I1 rte_1C-E FOUN
BY C'QN! PARTS ON QF DIETARY -412,_J M I^:^aN LAITY INTAKE A'^D
1,2S q^ yZ	 MA-U I1 L FS I G -N A T F D BKF.I.F Ta S17 ES -N' q T R TNAIT, I;
^F G r MI\I -T IT. `, ^' , ^, A' T^ D td r.^I^TT1S DURING QRBI7 T.TF T ,H
Pairs of Variables Correlation Probability of
I Compared Coefficient -51o'nificance
Calcium Intake 0.9078 P< O.OiAll an?to7mic sites pooled
Calci im Intake 0.8069 P< 0.02Central os calcis
Ca iciu :i Intake
Multiple os calcis 0.8462 P< 0.01
sections
Calcium L-:take 0.7083 P< 0.03Ta lu s I
Calcium 0.888b P< 0.01Hand phalanx 5-2
Calcium Intake
Hand phalanx 4-2 0.7850 P< 0.05
Calcium L,take
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FIGURE 24. LINEAR REGRESSION LIVE SHOVING THE RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN THE MEAT
 DAILY CALCIUM INTAKE AND THE MEANT
 VALUES
FOR CHANGES IN D?`:SI1'Y VALUES OF ALL SKELr''AL SITES
COh'IBINED FROM THE P_4DIOGRSPHS OF ASTRONAUTS
OF THE GEMINI IV, V, AND VII MISSIONS
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FIGURE 25. LINEAR REGRESSION LIN_ SHOWING THE RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN PYIE. 1 DAILY DIETARY CALCIUM IN
- TAKE AND MEAN VALUES
FOP. CH '\GES I\T
 THE DF`;SITY VA LUES OF THE CE\T TP,.AL OS CALCIS
SECTIONS FROM T HE RADICGEIAPHS OF ASIRO\'AUTS OF THE
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FIGURE 26. LIIvr EAR REGRESSION LINE SHOWING THE RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN MEAN DAII:I DIETARY CALCIUM INTAKE AND MEAN VALUES
FOR CHANGES IN THE OVERALL DENSITY OF 60 PER CENT OF THE
OS CA-CIS DERIVED FROM SCANNING MULTIPLE PARALLEL
SECTIONS FROM THF. OS CALCIS RADIOGRAPHS OF ASTRO%AUTS
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FIGURE 27. LI\EAF: REGRESSION LINE SHO`.%7-" G THE R.EL TIO\S::IP
BETV,'EEN :.;EAN DAIL`! DIETARY CALCIUM I'^TAKE A\D ^IEA\ ^rAL?'ES
FOR CHA'\'GES Ir: THE OVERALL DE`SI717 VALUES DEMVED FROM
SCA\ `:I:ti G P.'.?-=.LLEL SEC i Io' S OF BAND P 7:i l,.LA- X 5-2 },-.DIOGF^.zI'HS
OF ASTRO".AUTS OF THE GEMINI N, V, AND VII 4iISSIO:•:S
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1r, r.1ro-luci!>;1. i.ty l, Ro.,? e ) !,ij omotcr "ra 11a Te lu2igue
The clata presented in this report show that rapid changes in bone
density measurements may appear both in bed rest studies and during
changes in environment of the astronauts . Before discussing the basis
for confidence in such changes as have been shown by means of tl e ra-
diographic bone density technique used in the studies covered in this re-
port, the reproducibility of the bone densitometer tracing technique should
be considered. In a Chapter by Mack, (8) from the Report on Frocrress in
Developrnant of M^thuds in Bong D?r.riromotr published by the National
Aeronautics and Sloce Administration '.NASA SP-64), the following is
quoted:
"As a test of the reproducibility of the bone densitometer tracing
technique vihich has been discussed in this report, eight films of Dr. Fred
B. Vogt's heel bone were taken within a period of one--half hour. Dr. Vogt
monitored the tracing of the films and the analysis of the data which are
presented in Summary M.
"The author positioned the subject and suj^-_rvised the taking of
the x-rays, as is clone for all x-rays taken in this labcratcry. the sub-
ject was required to get on and off the, x-ray table and be repositioned
for each film taken. After being located on the table, a positive of ai)
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os calcis film was placed under hl; foot over the x-ray film, which .vas
encased in a cardboard holder, The purpose of the x-ray- positive was to
position the foot identically for each f lra and to insure that the location
of the wedge with reference to the os calcis remained the same each time
an exposure was made. The positive .%as removed before the film was
taken. This prccedure is followed in a 11 longitudina 1 studies, with a sub-
ject's positive mace from the first radiograph taken in a series .
"The position of the xTay 4uL—. and of the illuminated center spot
'L tirl.ich coincides with the center of the x-ray beam was adjusted for each
film, with the center light spot made to coincide with the same place oil
the sic:e of the foot vdth each reputed position . 	 '
"The same ex posure conditions were used for each film — namely,
60 kV, 100 --A, and 0.6 second. AL films were processed in the devel-
oper at the same time. The subject %vas protected during all exposures,
by lead shielding placed over his bady, covering all areas except the
foot, with the shielding replaced for each ne': : positioning.
The results in the summary represent the analysis of the central
section of the os calcis (See Figure 1) . The section %:a s segmented as
it was traced by interrupting the scar and tatting an integrator count for
lu se parate scaments in each bone scan, as shown in the cross -sectional
view Girough which this scan is trace& (See Figure 4).
s
V9
"On each film the os calcis wzis analyzed th., ec	 tic :it s,
with the film completely repositioned in the dcns:*.ometer before each
ana lysis , and with the % edge scanned, the uncorrectec: wei ge tract.' c +Dr-
rccted, and the proper section of the belle scanned independently for each
trial. The positions of the scarf o n
 os calcis and cn the wedge were !_`-
cated on each film by needle prick-s at the posterior-anterior extremities
of the boric scan position, but outside of tho bone. Exact locations of
the landmarks for the scans were found for the various films by super-
imposing the fi lAmS one at a time on top of the initial film and locating the
positions of the deed le pric k s from this first film. To give some L-Va1::-
ation of the range of error that can be expected for the to:ai process of
tatiino the film, deve'o?ine the filr.?, and analyzing the film on the den-
sitometer,-an analysis of variance was cerfori ed ;Dn the s_.ms of the
counts foi the segmen t's for each of the three analyses mane on the eight.
films . The data are presented in integrator counts . The 99 J co:iflden'-e
interval is expressed in mean densito:::eter counts of I i ,160, wit': a
range of counts above and bolo ­. this mean approxi::_atin,, r .75`'r o f *he
total counts. Thus it could be said that the "error" .'Bich is foun ,`  t-e-
tween the films as analyzed is represented at the 99%,
	
interval
by a span or rangy
 of 0.75 above and belov,- the mean for a to:ai rancr-
c: 1 .5%.
Summary MI gives tle,'  data used in this Lest.
j:
Positioning the subject for ma;:ing a radiograph of the hand in
posterior-anterior projection. The subject is protected by
a plastic vi:,, l covering impregnated with a lead compound.
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Film 5
Se^mint ------- 500 501 502
SCetr-nt 2 ------- SO4 499 80273
ar;:nl:,t 3 ------- 1033 10.3S 1054
Segment 4- _ - - _ _ - 126 .1 1'-2i-n 1339
S ,event 5 ------- 1311 1314 1310
.ement 6 ------- 1306 1304 1100-5
Sc^nmcat 4 ------- 1241 1245 1240
SC_ment S ---- 12321 1235 1243
Scgt::ent 9_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 126.5 1275 1269
Sc:;mcnt 10______ 1229 1236 1249
Total_ __- - 1120.5 11242 11212
i
Film-  6 i
Se; -e tt 1 - - ----- 504 503 505
S_me^t ^-___-_- 496 493 495
_tne
	 t 3_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1015 11151 1051
Se-mer-- -------- 1--59 1.253 1263
Scg -.r_t 5------- 1$ +)1 112=0 1310	 I
Seg uat 6------- 1304 1256 12,4
4-- 1^_Y7 12=5 12.5
_mrrt 5_._	 _ 1213 1210 12_3	 i
_e_m_-nt9------- 1270 12:•6 12.E
S - men	 10 i'' 3 12-:1 1--2'-
i
3
To: ^_I_____ 11211 1117: 1i'_'=_'
Fi: n_ 7
Segent ------- 503 5''3 502
S:-meet'------- S03 C10 Sri	 t
sc=:.".':_:3-----_- 1041 10.6 i1044
SC_:^_	 _	 ------- 1^Y1 1,244 12.3
S	 5:._.-..5------- 12 -14 13:0 1^-, C).2
--' ' -___-_- 12 1 1 1303 143
:..:rent 4 ------- 1231 1.35 1239
,:nen	 S_______ 122 1233 1231	 {
__-:-:en:')------- 1*2 4 12'.;•3 127,3





11151 11i^?	 Ili^3 3
- -- -Film-i ---- -	 -
Segmcat 1 -------- 496 495 506
Segment 2 -------- 491 4 95 4S '2
rCnTnnt 3__------ 1031 1041 10-11
Scgmret 4 -------- I240 1237 1253_
-- Segmetlt S -------- I2-; 1211 130-2
Segment 6_. ------ 1=49 1245 1294
-
I	 segment --------- 123-2 1231) 1240
:c;went S 1_^3') 12-_'6 1^-2 U
Segment 9 -------- 126.5 1264 1254
Segment 10_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1223 1231 12_.5
Total_______ 1 05 111
Files: 2
Scg Lent i -------- 505 503 x!97
Segment '2--_---_- 454 4454 4S4
Sc'dr:e:a
 J________ CKS 10:39 1633
— Se^rtcrt 4-------- 1211 1236 12a4
SCSrre:.t 5-------- L^^u 1_35 127-
Segment 6-- ------ 1=-6 1301 1251
- Si>1en----------- 1 1_22 12^_? 1227
Se_r:cnt S-------- 1231 1231? 1''35
Segment 9---- - --- 1271 12+;? 12-51
Sc-me:at 10------- 1239 1210 1255
" Tot _: _ ____ _ illc-) 111	 3 1 1+). 4
FE--, 3
i, _.Scs,-•ert 1 -------- 501 4°5 4+4
" € Sear.:--:t 2-------- 1 S00
Segment 3__------ 1016 1053 1041









1290f SCzmcc:t :-------- 1240 :11' L"31
Sega^e-a 5__ i^_:34 1'231 12.56---	 --
Sezzie::t 9 1.27.5 12b-5 1255
jSegment 10
------- i,-,S ,'- ,;,
















Rr^  i R
	 '.^ ^= 2 ^' T-•	 ^	 ^ F_ I T _?^I^ PR 7C` S I;p. ^ .^.'V*D
	
ANA "7.L'n T •
	-I ;273 EQ, fl .0 Fly Y'	 Frc^uT FLT', T_A
OF I	 SILU_I	 "T T Q1^!H LF' N 0 U 	 SITf-,FC'T
RF. FOSI'
- ill\ , U =' 71v1 --F^ rte: F:ip '1 ^ i RSS
f Film 4 Fil° S
I	 Se3me -------- 5+37 502 503 Se_	 ._..	 1------- 4')6
Segment 2
c',n
SO1 S'J4 'Y1Pnt 2 ------- ,a,Segment 3_ ------- 1011 1041 1039 ` _mC.a 3__ ----• 10->5
Segment ' 12".0 1 ^ 6 .2 1237 g	 n: t 1°_36
:Cp'ne- • 5 -------- 13`4 1^_-+1 1^_^6 -2222___•:	 ^.ter.:	 '• 130)
^cgr e:.t --------- 12i15 12 Pt-,l ^•_.r+cat 6------- 12A
---------
:nic, t -------- 123`13
Scgme:a S -------- 1^19 1''44 1'238 .•-gnlen: S_-_-- -- 1240
.^io.^.iini?2222_.__ 1263 1:'l+) 12_'27) 3^ti:lL1_______ 12;
Soarer. " 10 ------- 12:17 1225 12-50
_	 n,. en 	 10___. 1'22s
Total ------- 111:75 111745 11143





I3i„lof:ic::^ C h -,iw- - c-s in Bone Den.c illy Value."-. Chlr— cs in bone
densitti- as mcasure-i by the technique developed by staff m en?lbers of
the 'Texas Zvol_ - aW -- Univcrsity Research Insti gate til:hich come v ithin
the rai f;e of 0. 5 per cent above and bclo'^: the mean, vAth a tot.d span
not to exceed 1. 5 per cent, as discussed above, arc regarded by t',,ose
associated it ith this radiographic mothod as the result of fa: tars re-
lated to differences in exposure techniques, to 222 inor film differences,
and to 1`ossible differencess in positioning a sub ect or exl^O^ure cliffer-
ences. Di t fc-rences v:hich exceed th e above spars l:at"e been demon-
strates i!1 th se laboratories as resultir_ - from lido ic-al factors. such
as charges in dietary intakc, physical a; • tivity, or illness. Certain
othc:_' factors, sucli as st ress, undoubtedly also are operative.
hla^'l:eci	 s	 r	 Tr• de , ni , ,c	 r.
 Wei ght-P -Cliff t• :i o_ Cal C;ii. _2 112'1	 R C i _ l` C'! ^,' ^± :Q t C	 t-1^ !s
lessness. hlarl:ed cha:i l-es in calcium intake levols have been sho ,:n
in the
	 bccl rest series to result in relatively rapid changes i n hole
mass. The chan?cs are more rapid, the tcicier tae ciia!:ge in caI^iu n
intake. As an exHntplc, a si:hject %:h., has been at bed rest for V ree
dad's. Nvho h::s had a mean daily calcium provision of 2, 000 Iililiiarams
florin, his pre-bed rest ali:bulatory ecluilil;ration pc-riocl ailcl ti• l.c, aver-
a-ed 3:01 5 willi^,ran s durii, his bed rest pc , riocl of 14 days duratiois,
folloN ed a more ri;;orous reduction ill bone dcnsitti •






subject who ;t: as rlaintai?ictl on d i et r., hich pro p; iced 2, 000 nlilli^ rtt.. ^;
of caiciun. cl ;ilk• throut-hol e t iris ct,>_:ilibration anci his b::ci i-(-st perio"Is,
all o'her dic-tary prot'isiors l;cin tli^ sai e for both su?)jects throu-Ji-
out. Tiie same has been shovm in orl..it^al fii,;lit cl rrin the Gemini mis-
sions as Sl:^r,'il, for exaitiple , in the atiti -oil" Uts of Gemini V ::Ill Gr'I?milli
N7 11.
c; l iU t •; of Pone _ 'ass durir_7 Ambulation. Aunt- person:. nave
the misconception that, v.-hen a subject is ainbulatory, the bone density
of the various skeletal sites is stable. Nothing could be more orroncous.
Bone deliSitV undergoes, changes t, Ti relati;-e rapiclitti, vhether in re-
cur_lbene or ambulation depenciin^ aipoll t ar i^us factors, iilcludii— die-
tart' chan.;es arnd changes in p invsical a c t i; • i y, as noted.
Cartaro ,. anett S.-hepart7_ (15) state t'.iat, in cornmon 1•; it li other
tissues, lone e`,pzrienccs contiaitial nietabolic turnover, its var ious
co-AnpoI:ents under-oin g d-- grada tion, inrobili?iaticn. and replacement-.
Ti , ese authors staie further that i::ter;:itali e of ions bet-,'eels ti.e bone
an.i th e extra cellular fluid occurs more rapitll; in ncv.r ly formed tr p --




AImlysis of Clmi_%: - 	 is Bone Dc nsity
1?^- T^1i^1•o:ich:^itr>>_netr^-
'I' ;I-c coopc'ratiun of Data= Cuz'poration LL Dayton, Ohio, i as
sought in order to filed r:het!ier or riot their scientists, who 11" ' d d0voted
themselves chiefly to tine int` rpretation of optical an-0 phot^j , raphic
iniagery, could apply some of their techniques to radio g-raphie films.
Ii N as their belief illct this roultl be c,o=.se and iLa report il,clud"o s the
first phc:se of Y.-hat raill be a continuing program, of cooperation rased
on t; c' x-rays of astronauts an ,", of bed rest subjccts nnade innfl-Le TWU
program- for v.-Bich vcrificatior. of extremely rapid changes seen. de-
si cable.
In this first report, data Corporatlo-, 1 roo-lht to near a series
of techniques which are used pri-Ima_ • ilti 1,y tLeinE-elves in the analysis
and reconstruction of photo^,s^:p.:i images as obtainer, in reco=nnaissance
missions. Becat'Se of the lunar'-ed chin` es found inbonemass of 74-
cross-sectioIls scanned in the poSsflo e anatomic sites of the con?nial?d
pilot of the Gen,ini-Titan V orbit:l fli_llt, it scemed dc-si.rabl^ to bogi ln
this analytical evaluation !rit=e Certain ul this <Stro:naut ?
 S fie:	 To
accomplish the alnalysi.-. three os calcis x-ray's r:ere used: (a) the cne
taken just b0forc launctl; (b) the one taken on the carrier ini__ cdiatcly
after recover y : inn (c) tip ^ one taken on the carrier 2^' ho-L.	 after re-
co cry.
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Aii:'rodc'n^it^^l ; try. The first step in the process Of .!n.11.ySis
Consisted of imaz,::x Scalillin!	 Cllc ltl %1UT, all`l 1'e['oS'Cllnf', 11s12qg a Micro-
Analyzer l)uilt. by D:2tit Corp,-)ratioa for the purpose. This instrument
is a scanning mic>rocic ►
 sifuliletcr built by die Corporation for its ov.-n
work.
Tile scanning aperture projected into the inia;;e plane Nv as a ^ir-
cular spot 100 microns in diameter. Both the i Lfcrence calibration
wedge .md the subject iniase area on the iadiogr ,tI;h Yvere scanned with
identical sanillle format anti instrument settings.
A single scan waz taken do- ,, n the center lids of tl-c calibration
wedge. Dcnsio measureracnts were L-iade every 7i mi crons along the
scan, providing 25 per cent longitudinal overlap uebNeen successive
sample pohAs. Two Musa& data points were Men over the en tire
wedge length.
The image subjects came fromi radio rr aphs of the os calci , for
which a scan li,1e of 60 nllrl. was selected, As in the scanning of the
wedge, density sam)-,Ics were meas[lreci at 75 micro- intervals i11ong
each scan line, giving a tot.tl of 800 data points per line. At the end of
each line, the specimen UNe was moved 75 rni ^roes in the direction
orthc,gollal to the scall line, producing an overlapping rester pattern of
density measurements. In the 375 scan lilacs, ihrrrc v.-as a total of
tr
9G
300, 00C) data poi ►► ts for each image studi^d, Ali data rewi clin g v a::
performed oil masnctic tap in digital form.
DI Z,jia l Data I'WtIuctiou. The data an:!Jysis. ;i:id co y iputation
consisted of three parts: (:i) recovery of ca lfloration control from the
recordin- of the Ivedge; On ) the arras, cment an:t storage of data points
in their propk-:i- positions within the ima`e array; and "c' the adjustment
of density nicas:.reinents to the mass equivalence base provided by ti ► e
wed-c. An MIX! 360, 10 ^.. • as used for c:on)p,  Ling and reconstructing the
ge, ai.d ti.e ititcriial storage of the czi^ital array ^+ as h:ii!dled 1)
ma`netic clisk files.
The wodge inforl ation N-,.-,is recovered fro ni the continuo-us line
scan I),. 	 foresee to an eclt;e at one end of the physical wedge. This
pro p id ,2d a steep ur.:dient in the density sai?llAcs, and allo y ed recovery
of a reference origin within an accur, c;- of a fe;. ,	Each Set
of vved e nicasuremcnts was relatted to the same origin, pro; • idiii- an
identity equation for il:e correlation of equivalent wedge n?ass •,^-it11
image density for each exposure.
Successive scans o ► 1 the Micro-Analyzer v ere: made in opposite
dire; Lions, i ),erefore, the primary task in recortst_•uethl- the array
of i:n^,.e points=.'as the in^ersio ► i of scan coorciinates for every other
lime. A two ciiniensional array ;vas est:il_tlished oil the disi: files of tl}e
coinliuter, with each density d:,ta point occupying a unique storage
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location corresponding to its r.:e^lsur^ci i111:t^;e poi;IEiotl. 'Tile
size Corre • s ponc] _il to the density se,1I111h](TT prograll?, havi-1- SO,'-) b
37 5 ele1-1icrlt's respectively ii] f'ie X an ,! Y directions.
After the density values were stored in their proper locations
in the an, ,,y, the weci,(),•e calibration corrections corresponding to that
ima`;c v ere applied. No interpolations or truncations were perfurl.led,
since the Nvedge °:ll, es a:ld the recorded densit y values were maintained
at their fill pi • c•cision cf 0.091 density units.
A specialized p; hite:r is attached to the Data Corporation com-
pater, havin g variable sized half-tone dots on the printing; hanin:e,• s in
I place o; conventional alphal)etic and numeric characters. This printer
perlliits the selection of any of 2-1 shades of gray b y cii vital control, and
AL
any shade may be exactly rccapturcd fron-I one printing operation to
the next.
A displ. ly table Y as constructe d inathematicclly to control i'fe
printer with the control of printing dot size relatecl to ranges of >.r_ass
Sin the original radiograph ,%.-as a ne-ati ^-e, the displaycyt it  lencE. 
was also prii:ted as a. negati-,e. Therefore, the li_htest shades of gray
correspond to points of least exposure and ciurl^_est shades to greatest
exlIo Ilre. Since exposure of the radio; raph varies in an inverse
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manner with the mass of the material interposed in the beard, the light-
est shades of the display correspond to the more massive materials .
Because the eye can respond to only a limited number of shades
of gray, an additional form of display was devised. This ha3 the char-
acteristic of plotting contours of equal mass equivalence with a small
number of contrasting shades, then repeating the cycle as many times as
is required to cover the total range of information. The shades used for
this purpose were White, Light Gray; Dark Gray, and Black and then the
shades were repeated in the same order through a total of five cycles .
See Figures 17, 18, and 19 for the contour displays of the Launch, Re-
covery, and Post-Recovery film analyses, resper•tively.
Comparison of Data from the Microanalyzer with the TWU Bone
Densitometer Report. In the ;*epos, to the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, Manned Spacecraft Center, on Experiment M-6, Bone
Demineralization on Gemini V issued on January 15, 1966 by the Nelda
Childers Scark Laboratory of the Texas Woman's University Research In-
statute, the graph shown in Figure 20 on changes in the calibration wedge
mass equivalency of the central os ca lcis section for the Command Pilot
of this mission was included. Also the following data were given for
this graph (Summary N),
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SUMMARY N
^AITBRATION WEDGE MASS EQUIVALENCY FOR THE CENTRAL
OS CALCIS SECTION OF THE COMMAND PILOT OF THE GEMINI V
MISSION TAKEN FOR EIGHT FOOT X-RAYS OF THIS SERIES
Calibration Wedge Mass
Fadiogra ph Date Equivalency
1 8/11/65 2.10
2 8/17/65 2,08 
3 8/19/65 1.97
8/21/65
4 (launch) 1 .92
8/29/65
5 (Recovery) 1.63





in addition, values and graphs for each date were given for 36
o*.hsr sections of the os calcis, for the central section of the talus, for
18 cross-sections of hand phalanx 5-2, for 22 cross-sections of hand
Phalanx 4-2 , and for tho distal end of the radius.
To return to the central section of the os calcis, the change from
launch to recovery, eight days later was reported by us as -15.1 per cent,
w}Lile an additional sanall loss was shown during the 24 hours subsequent
to recovery.
The Data Corporation found similar values for the chan ges in the
central section of the os calcis during flight and a iurther minor loss
during the 24-hour post-recovery period, indicating that he I_ad not yet
begun to rebuild his lost skeletal miner-al. With structural details of
the entire os calcis region anal yzed, other extremely valuable data were
obtai: -d. The greatest changes occ--rrred in the most highly trabecular
area , vAth the least negative changes located toward the base of the
bone in largely cortical tissue.
Our two laboratories look upon this cooperation as a means of
giving detail which will elaborate our findings in special cases , not as
a substitu'e for our technique .
Ire x-ay films used in these studies are standardized by the
National Bureau of Standards , with funds supplied by the Texas Woman's
University.
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TL2V DE T'IE CI ENER.-NL 
SEC NON ("Q(DN !ENTION I.' !Z A! T ESM r, F 1Y1 Il! f1^NAU?'^
T.I3gnU Gs1 UL_1' I:d FAR MTSsjnN
PART &. C OMIMAIN D, PILOT
Evaluations in Terms of Integrator Eva lua tions
Film Courts i,1 Terms of
Numbers Ca libra ti on
Evaluation Eva lu -ition Averageand -Hedge Mass
Dates Number 1 Number 2 of Both Equivaler.cy
Evaluations ( gra ms)
Film 1
(5/25/65) 13,569 13,479 13,493 2.429
Film 2
(6/1/65) 13,323 13,401 13,362 2.405
Film 3
(6/3,265) 13,195 12,946 131070 2.353
(Launch)
Film 4
(6/7/65) 11,956 12,144 12,050 2.169
(Recovery)
Film 5
(6/23/65) 12,343 12,272 12,310 2.216
Film 6
(7227265) 12,611 1	 12,661 12,636 2.274
AT )- t. .I , CONTllTUED
EVAI. A mN QE .T'?E	 \ ''R^"O QSS S AL(,?^ PQSTERIQR-AN!iE? R
5 ^LQjL ( "GQ' NTTn?v's.T " i ATE F	 ?vII T ^[ AS TRn^TAU^
T T,JR0 T 1 'C)	 TjT	 1\,iISSIQN
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PART !I.  PIL^
Evaluations in Terms of Integrator Evaluations
Film Counts in Terms of
Numbers Ca libation
Evaluation Evaluation Averageand Wedge Mass
Dates Number 1 Number 2 of BoLh Equivalency
Evaluations (grams)
Film 1
(5/25/65) 14,01, 14,213 14,127 2.543
Film 2
(6/1/65) 14,503 14,639 14,571 2,623
Film 3
(6/3/65) 15,403 15,289 15,346 2,762
(Launch)
Film 4
(6/7/65) 13,724 13,816 13,770 2.479
(Recovery)
Film 5
(6/23/65) 13,364 13,519 13,441 2,419
Film 6




VALVES OF 1'HE -Q OMPI,ETF 5FRIE 
-QF RADIOGRAPHS OF TIE MUL11
F_QR ?j3E COMMAND SLOT OF THE GENIINI IV N


















1 m. m 	 above 13,533 13,379 13,013 13,308 12	 090
Ccnventiona 1 Tra 13,524 13 .362 13,070 13,3 18 12,050
1 in. m. be low 13	 299 13,411 12	 934 13.21 5 11,995
2 m, m, be lc w 12,894 12,691 12,366 12,650 11	 E90
3 m	 . be low 12,51 8 12, 15 12	 Q08 12	 2 11 ,178
4 m. in. below 12	 337 1122,105 11,899 12,114 10,958
m. m. b low 12,266 11	 988 11	 740 11	 99 8 10,986
m m be low 1	 20Q 11,832 1	 798 11. 9 4-a--- 10,966
7 m m. be low 12,025 11,492 11,6611 11	 726 10,712_
_^rr1, m,_ 1iP o 7 1 1	 9 11	 1 1	 8 7
9 m.m. beiow 11,464 10	 74 11,276 11 .205 10,406
10 m	 b 1 w 11,132 10.624 1	 L19 10	 - 10,170
it m m. be low 10.920	 1 10,281 10,772 _ 10,658 10,008
^12 m. m. below LO,6 4 10 43 10,566 .10	 1 9.728
13 m. m. below 10,397 10,070 10,391 10,28Q 9,523
m. m, be low 10,203 9,845 10,260 10,102 9,412
15 m. m. below 9,843 9,508 9,618 9,656 9,326
16 m. m	 be low 9,617 9,267 9	 041 9 308 1	 8.5 72
17 m. in, below
 8 996 8,836 8,696 8 842 8,114
18 m.mn 	 be low 8,497 8,188 Q 34 6 8.344 7,744
19 m. m. below 7,982
 51 f ,02 7,252 7,504
20 m. m. h low 7,663 028 7,702 7,46 4 7,010
21 m. m. be low Z.442 _ 7,024 X312 7,259 6,751
22 m m. be. low
 7	 012 6	 901 7,020 6.978 6,337
23 m. m. br, low 6,862 6,739 6 638 6,746 6,188
24 m. m. below 6,818 6.310 6,582 6,570 5,987 
25 m. m. below 6,430 6 694 6 3FL0 6	 501 5.950
26 m m	 be low 6,403 6,540 6.1.4' ' 6	 362 5,850
27 m. m. below 6,253 26 5 -9-1/3 6,25 1 5.714
28 m. m. below 6,041 373 _	 5 X52 6.09 0 5,686
2j m m be low 5 979 -	 334 6a2 6,002 1
30 m m	 be low 5,824 S,746 5J7 5,396
31 m m	 below _ 5	 594 5,578 5 .140
32 m.:n. below 5.318 5.576
	 _ 5,227 5A7 4 4.996
33 m. m. below 5 145 5	 366 ,S 034 _ 5,148---j, 5
34 m m. bc low 41920 S	 142 4 888 4 4.583_
35 m. m. boIc)w
-
4 .646 ,588 i	 4, -,'09 4.294
TOTAL 334,316 328,252 326,249 329,605 303,994
ABLE U
OGiV11'HS or Tl MUL1'IPLIa ^)_S_ CALCIS SECTION






















3	 30 12 090 12 353 12 770 12 40
3 1 2,050 12 0 12
13	 215 11,995 12,321 12 , 581 12 299
12	 6	 0 11 690 12 033 12 104 11,942
12	 28Z 11 178 11,474 11 .69Q 11 449
12,114 10,958 11 314 11 62' 11 299
11 ' 998 10,986 11 208 1 1 702 11 299
11	 9	 l 10,966 11 1 11,565 1. .241
11	 726 10,712 11 106 11 434 11 084
1	 j"1 1 687 11 11 202 10 982
11	 205 10,406 10 979 10,835 10 74 0
10,985 10,170 10,686 10 A 10,47 3
10,658 10,008 10.37 10,300 10,229
10,551 9-728 10.156 10.128 10,004
10,2H 9,523 9.886 _2,_$_7 C 9,760
10,102 9,412 9 671 9 _45 4 512
9,656 9 326 9 462
-
_ 9_, 206 _ _ 9,331
9.308 72 9,107 8-780. 8 820
8,84 2 8,114 8 746 292 8,38 4
344 7 744 8,292 7 972 8 003
7	 2 7 504 7,75 4 7,32, 7 528
7,464 7 01 Q 7.349 7 -Q 7,148
7	 259 751 7 073 6.841 6 888
6 978 6 3^7 6 778 6 579 6,56
6 746 6,188 6 528 8
6	 570 5 987 6 380 6 243 6 203
6,501 5 950 6,132 6 039 6 040
6, 362 5.85 G 5 .868 893
6, 251 S,714 5,666 5,81 2 5 731
6,090 5,6 86 664 5,639 " .663
6,002 51 .552 5.608 .559
5,683 396 S.328 5 3 9 0 5,371
57 140 " .24 5 5,242 S 20
5, 374 996 5,092 5.068 5,052
; , 148 4 775 4 .946
-
1,965 4,89 5
-? .983 4 , S rt3 .753 _4,724 4,687
4 .294 4 645 4 589 4 509
329,605 303,954 314,484 314,275 310,916
106
TA R1_E I I , CONTIN11E
V^1LUl;s SCI' 1]iF QC)NIPLF,'I SLv13ii'S aU ^iA^^c, I.,kpiis nl' •1_'
FO M3 CS?NIMII VIM 	 f C'F T1IE _C_FP















1 m.m. abo"re 2.4359 ^2.40Q? 2.3^23 2.39_x__
onventional Trace 2.4343 2.4052 2.3526 2.3973
1 m.m. b	 .ow _2.3938 2.4140 2.3281_ 2.3786
2 m.m. below 2.3209 2.2844
_
2.2259 2.2770
3 m. m. bolo,.% 2 .2532 2.2203 _2..1614 2 .2116
4 m.m. below 2.2207 2.1789 2.1418 2.1804
5 m.m. below 2,2079 2.1 578 2.1132 2.1596
6 m.m. below 2.1960 2_1298 2.1236 2.1498
7 m.m. belo:v 2.1645 2.0686 2.0990 2.11'7
8 m. m, below 2.1172 2.0156_ 7.0873 2.0733
9 m.m. below 2.0635 1.9573 2.0297 2.0168
1 e m. in. below 2 .0038 1 .9123 2.0156 1 .9772
11 m.rn. below 1.9656 1.8;06 1.9390 1.9184





13 m.m. belov , 1.8715 1.870=1 1.8515
14 m.m. below 1.8365 1.7721 1,8 v8 1.8184
15 m.m. below 1.7717_ 1,7114 1.7312. 1.7381
16 m.m. below 1.7311 1.6681 1..62.74 1.6755
17 m.m_belo%v 1.6193 1.5905 1.5653 1.5917
18 m.m. be low _ 1,5295 1.473£3_ 1.5023
_
1.501.9
19 m.m. below 1.4368 1.4132 1.4443 1.4311
20 m.m. b .low 1 .3793 1 .2650 1 .3864 1 .3436
21 m.m. below 1.3396 1.2643 1.3162 1.3067
22 m.m. below ] . ?627. 1 .2422
_
1 .2636 1 .2560_
23 m.m. beL-)w
_
-1-. 2 3 S2. 1.2130 ] .1948 ^	 1,2_143
24 m.m. below 1,2272 ] .1358 11848 1	 ^26_1
2S m.m. below 1.1574 1.2049 1.1484 1_,]'i02
26 m.m, below 1.152.5 1.1772 1.1056 1.1^S1





28 m.rn_heIow 1.0879 1.1471
 1.O534 1.0861
_	 29 in . m, below 1.0762 1.1401_ 1.0246 1,0803
30 m_ m. below 1 .0-1F3 10343 0.9860 1 .0228
31 m.m_hc.ow _ 1 .0069_
0.c'572
1 .0 ,1 29 0.9625  1 .0011
32 m. m. below 1 ,0037
_
0.9409 0,9672
33 m.m. below 0.9081 0 . 9r	 9 11.9i1 61 0,926;
34 m.m. below _0.8856 0,9256
_
 0	 879P 0,8970
^1 m ,m. bo.Inv. , 	_ 0.8363 0.8 258 0.8476 O^Q366
TOTAL 66.1 7 F8 59.0853 5f, . 7249 S9.3284
	 I
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	 preflight	 Postflight Radiographs	 PostflightRa dio9c'a ph c;	 Kadiogra phs ---	 Radi ogra phs,
Mean of
	 Mean of	 Film 4	 Film 5	 Fi).?n G	 Mean of
Films 1, 2 , films 1 , 2,	 Films 4, 5 ,^	 nd 3	 (6/7/ 65)	 (6/23/65) (7/2?^65)
	
anda nd 3	 _	 _
2 39^
	
3954	 2 .1761 _	 2 2.13;	 2_2.^i8f_	 2 _932. 72.3973
	 2.3973	 2.1690	 2.2158 _ 2. 2_' 45	 2.2197
2.3786
	 2.3786	 2.1591	 2.2178	 2.2646_-	 2.2138
2.2770




2.2770	 2.10,2 _ 2.1659	 2.1''37	 2.1496
	
2 .2116	 2. 0120	 2.0653	 2.1 153	 2.0608
	
2.180=1
	 2.1804	 1. 9724	 2.0365	 2.0`.123	 2.0337
	
2.1596
	 2.1596	 1.9775	 2.0174	 2.1161	 2.03?7
	. 1498





2..1107 _	 1.9282	 1.99°1	 2.05 8-1 	 1.995]







1.8731	 1.9762 - 1_903	 1.9332
	1 .9772 	 1 .977) 	 .; 15
	
_ 1 .918 4
	
-^	
1 830 6 	19235	 19
---	




1 .91 84 	 1 . 801-	 1-680
	
--1 .8) 4Q _ 1 .841 1






1_.7141	 1.7795	 _1^7766	 1.7567
	
1'8184




_ 1.7381	 1.6757	 1.7032	 1_.6371	 1.6796
1_.6755 _ 1 .5430	 1 .6393	 1.5'304 	 1.587 6
1.5917
	 1.5917	 1.4605	 1.5743	 1.4926	 1.50911 .5019
	 1.5019	 1 .:3939	 1 .4926 _ 1 . 1 350_	 1 .440 5
`.431,1
	 1.43 14 	 1.3507	 1.3957	 1.3 185_	 1.3550_1.3437
1..3007
	
1.3=136	 1.2618	 1.3228 	 1.2 755_	 1,2867
_	 -	 --
	1 .3067	 1_ 2152	 1^2731	 1.2314	 _ 1 .23 99
1.2500
	 1.2560	 1.1407	 1.2200	 1.1.342	 1.1816
1 214 3 	--	 _-
	
1 ,2143	 1 . 1138	 1 .1750	 1 .110f,	1 .149 8X),26
	
 1.1826	 -_	 t	 '1 1702.
	
_	
1. 0777	 1.1^. F- 	 1.1137	 1.1166^
---L--	 _ 1.1702	 1.0710	 1.1038	 1.0370	 1.0873
	
1.1451	 1.0530	 1.0562	 1.0732	 1.0608
1.125] 
	 -





	_	 1.0801	 1.0235	 1.0195_	 1.015I	 1 .01931 .0803
	 ,4	 1 .0803^ 0: 9932	 x.9 994	 1 . 0 194 _	 1 .0007
X228	 7 -- 10228
	
0.9713	 0.9590	 0.97020.9G68 --
---L.-004 1	 5 _ 1 _0041	 0.-925? -	 0.94 .51_0.9.136 	 0.937 6 -
^' 9- f' 7^  -	 9	 0.9672	 0.8993 - 0.^) 16G--0926 	 v - T _ 	 09122	 0.909'
'-^---- -	 )	 _0.9267	 0 859 5 	0.89 Q3 	 0_8)37	 0`8812
_ 0 8 970	 _-
_0 8366
	
? 0,8970 _ 0 .82 19	 0.8555 _ 0.- $ 03	 0.8 3F'--L	 6_^_ 0.8366	 ^0. 772 0	 0,8af 1 _ _0.S Z 1	 0 .8117
59.3284
	 J,I	 - 59.328 . 1	 54.7189	 56.6070	 56.5_)95	 616l	 55.9Z _l
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TA	 T T	 1•. U I.:
LILT ,^iP
-fq src :, ! , -i o	 0 CQ-, ,j
.EAJ_^ Z Q	 .1,1`1\1 QJIF T \1, I	 T
L^ND IlviT. JTTTAT'i L,	 PAl2	 T.i-
^Por Corit
Position C."f Trac-Li -,
	
ri Ini 3	 chi llu
ni ia ab Dvc,	 C)




ni. m_. holo%v	 690
	
—
3 ni . rn . bc I	 Yj1 4	
_G. q I
4 M.,. m. bolow	 1	 9	 3 0 95,0
5	 m. bc..lmv	 11 ?Ao











10 00F, 	 -7.09
12 m.m. L).,-_ I nvi	 1 A SC( 9












_-7,.7 4 4	 -7.?!






2 	 6 . 75 1I	
__ -7,67
nj. rn.









ni.ni. below	 6,3805 , 950






29 ni .n i .
_






31.5 Ill. 11)	 1-. ( , 1
6.823
TA LIT F II>:
1 A I_S - r`1' 1-i-	 PLFi UEiILL S1 ^1^1?^Z'A 1 ' C Cs LF.%E JaTIT
_Qr T	 r 1\9I Z BI- I%4L3.((2



























1 m. ii. below 13,300 13 972 1A,40_1 13,892 12
12_2 m.m. below 12,898 l.3 135 ]3.752. 13,267.
3 . rn ,m, be low
_
1 2506 12	 998 13	 28,E '2,9 ?0 _11
4	 in. in.	 belm-v 12,228 12,88 8 13, 1_98 12	 771 11
5 m.m. helcnv 12,258 12	 606 F 1 3,139 1 2,668 11
rn.in, bolo%%,_6 12	 233 12	 541. 12,984 l 2 	 586 71
7 m .m. below 12,168 12	 472 12,889 12	 5 - 0 11
8 m. -n. below 12	 032 12,423 1?,692 17_,382 1
9 m.m. below 11,194 12	 051 ^ 12,542. 11	 929 11
1_0 m. m. below











12 m. in. blow 10,326, 10 734 11 ,13610, 7 32 10
13 m, m, l, ,^lo%v	 _




















m.m. be lo-.,_)6 9,352_ 9.490
9 291
9,961 8
17 m.m. below 9 079_
m. n;. below^18  8 964 9	 220 9.062 9	 2 8
19 m.m. below
















22 in. m. below 7 898 7,987 1	 8	 16S 8J018 1	 7
23 m.m. below 7,804 7	 83: 7,997 7,878 7







7,5 9' 	7,L 96
6
6
26 m.m. below 3G8 7 271 7,335 7,305 6
27 in. in. be low 7.03 7	 052 7	 138 7,076
28 in. m. below 6 1761 6,884
_
7,046 6,897 _ 6_
29 m.:; e. below _61732 6,780 6,801 _	 6,771 6
30 in. m. below 6,512 6	 501 6 667 6,560 6
31 m.m. be low
32 m.m. holow

















34 m. m. below 6.244 6 L 116 6,271 i	 6.211 _ 6
35 m. m. heIow








___5L,7_3 2 1 _^
37 m. m. below  5234 5_,_.3 71 5,517 5,3	 4 -11
m.m. below_38 4,984 4.87?, 4t	 23 ^1,92G 4
TOTA L 3f6,151^ 373,835_ 385,774 375 ,252 3_
L "1- H	 r-
i' ABSI: LI t
?I.. SiI:i^ .Ti R4T	 C^`^
log
TT`L'i





 3 ?Mean of Film 4 Film 5 film6 Mean of[Film
/3/65) Filrr,s	 ] ,	 2, , (6,/7/65)(7/(G/23/G5) 27/G5) Films 4	 5,and 3 and 6
:5	 162 14	 607 1	 13,67: 13,348 14	 3"29 _13,7831
5 46114,6 c l i	 13,770 13,441 14,406 13872
4	 IL - 13'8	 2 12 920 1?	 908 i3	 351 13	 OG0
75' 13,262 12,508 12,342 13,6"•8 12,632___
3 '?o"	 L	 1! 930 111,921 I	 1'i	 O5^ ^	 ;1._	 13 k	 ^	 ^1	 ,1G_
=, 194	 l	 12,771





















__	 I 1,81 _i
2 69%	 12 382 11	 368 ^1	 7S 1 1,9 66 11 60_`
5 _2 11	 929 1 4 4 11	 203 11	 672 11	 431
2 A C'-'•. 1 I ,762 10.5	 8 1 13 90G	 _^ 1	 199 10,873
1.67 -- '	 11	 307 10	 '=82 1_ 10 ? 61	 1C, 9 3 S 10	 5 5 ,.9
1 136-----10 7^2 l U,^?3?^ 10,153 	 10,454 10,233
.0 	 791 .-10,399 9,871 9,755 i	 l0	 179 °	 918
1 0 . 4- 107 t 1f.	 078 9	 336 x-9 4999 1	 9.760 9,531
n 266
_	
9 875 01,1 IF t	 9	 274 9	 S/ g !	 S132.3
g 0161 c}	 601 8 78_ 108
_
9,602 9,16 4
.73j, 9 368 S	 4'.8 i	 8,640 9, 365 8	 811
9 5G2 9	 2 .19 8 448 8 ^71 ^ 9.038 8 652
19,032
 8 769 8	 168 8,230 9,151 8,516
68= ,	 8	 .!, 78 7,8 4 6 8 040 8,768 8	 218
R 3 58 i	 280 7,539 _ 7 ,864 8,644 8,`_115







 7 6?79017 7,878
17 - 78-'
7 , a '
I	 7,5.9









7	 3-,C 7	 3 ,55 6	 A11 I	 335 7,497 7	 21-1
17.1-08 7,076
	 1 6.834 7,10c,	 I_ 7,302 17,080
17.016
 fi 897 6,612 6.972 7 073 6,885
6	 8,11 6,771 6,595 6,808 7,048 6 817
F 667 6 560 6.S28 5,778 6,778 6,69-"
C--583 6,461 6,38 7- 6,59fi i	 6.G02 6,529
6 .508 6.395	 _^ 6,286 6,504	 -r
-- 
_5,508 6 ,43?
6 4'2 6,?,- 6,130
_	 6,8 9 6 348 6	 3322
G 27] ,x, 2 1 1 6, 106 6.409 6 228 6,248
G3E




	 5 _	 5	 658 5,778 S. 911
5,208527 5,37 4 ,920 2.21 ^	 116
4	 ,1!












5	 1 . 0733
1
	
7 1;72	 1 -RA7*)
1 .6 72 ,1 +_ L. L
	




1 '{ 3^ 5 _
-,,




-EAUIr 5 - All-V U




I bove	 5-15 7	 2,61 32 	
C,	 11 r2)n,71 I Tr, Q-	 4 7 9	 _2 .62.28—_ 	 jr _
1 II I .M. botoly 2 _3 ^f1_ _	 ?.51 ,0	 _?	 9_?.7 --^---
2 ill Ill. be. low $ 2.3216
3	 bolov:	 2.2511	 2,3396_2.191
	
4 rn .m. b:i low 2 . 2010	 2.3198	 37 S6
	
110- low	 2 . ?Q64	 ?..2691 __ 1	 2
	
h ­ I o w	 2 . 019
I	
2 . *,^' 5 74	 2.33i 1.	 11
7 m.m. b ,^ Iu	 2 . 9	 j)	 _ L%v	 02	 2 .2,L^	
_—.	








_2 .11 1 4 1)
1 0 m i!} be	 2.0553	 _2.1170
	
11 m.m. blow	 I
12	 !D--Iow	 1 .8-,,97	 1,9321	 Z_j):9j5




- - - 
1.303 2
—




. bo t ,)% ,/	 17276
	
^ 6 rn, pi 1.) Q tow	 I . 68 3,1
17 m. !n
	
18 ni.ill s ! 'olow	 I .613S
1_9	 in.
20 m
_Ll ,,n m,- t^
22 ni.m. ho ow_	 1 421 6
23 ni,ni. 1	 ,1047
2 4 rn . ir. . ^br,	 :3666
1.3324 1.	 34 f;4
`7 ii.m. holow _,L^2 66^ j_ ,2 34
2 P rl • 1)_e I ol%y
2	 2rn
_!n- , in_. LiLo I^v__ 1 .1722
567 1	 49
17.1.ni	 m	 '1(,W


























lye f t iqli lt	 Postffi-jht	 I
.-i "iOIJIM phs
	
of	 1711m -1 	 1:n 6	 of
((- ."7/65)	 (6/23/65)	 0/1.7 113;)5  Films, =1,  .5,
	2.6293	 I61 4 	 4026S792	 2 4 11
	
Iii 	 2 5.1	 -,J9 Z 1)
	
2 . P, 7 1	 )514	 2 .%2 15 	 :'._.3486_ 	 2 .2738
	
.3274	 2. 1 1 53	 2 If-)94252!	 2.1891
	
MI-I	 2.1155	 71 1 46:1 	 x.•118	 2.1580
2. 211 0 1.
	
4	 2. 11 91	 .2068	 ? t .L-133
	
2 .2654 	 2.0804	 2 . I 17_S	 M63	 2.1.331
07 54
0 4 i 2
2.1171 .;1929
2.0352 08
1^  .9-3 17 1.81 G9
I . $71. 0_ .7M
I;!! .11-, - 
-J , c	 () S
'
8
1	 77 7 c; I- f',A'l
1.6610--_ 1 . 5?06
-Lj785- ---j .4702	 1 JtLl 4
1 .4472-
_1_25zH --^L4 70 2
 
1.44280-5 3.5 7 0 1 .115.1 __ __ 1.5559






1.31-4 9 1 .3)03 3-0-5- 3, 2986
2791I - Z-'/ 1 6 .2301 1. 31'14 1 .27453
1	 05 1.1902 1__).3`J 1
j _-I .7-1. OS;
^_	 1 .!1130	 -
I	 ' 8 71
1	 1	 in
1 • J49,
^ )^^ ?5 ,e
-1122k)
_j, I 3_Zj







1,1393	 .1034 -1	 FS 0
5-K-
10 9 LZ -1-13flil!i
191
 -






2.1010 2 . 05 
11015 _8




- film 3I'ilm 4	 Change




---^	 ---__] m.m. abov
,onventionaI Tr,, ___ 1 x,346 _ 13 7?0 -10.27
_l_jn.rn, j d w1 I4,4Q — 2	 0	 _ --10.30_
-^. Q42MLm M.M. below
^3y?_^6
---J3-A752___ ___12 50 i^
__.	 12 9 7.1^3 m.m, brinw -10.27
4 ni m. holow _ y 10,9 Ej
n^iis^ot"^ — 13,139 11	 524 -17 X29
6 m. 	 b .low 1 2 , 9^3^_ 1^ 558	 _ ^1 0, 98
nt .ni, bQ.I o_,_v^ 12 889 __	 11 ,.530 -in.54 
















9 m. in. bc, low
l 0 m . m be ovi _
l	 m ,m, b(lov:
12 m. m, belov.-
13 m; Ris ham! 9,,871 -8. 52 --_
=10,2914 rn.m	 boI 10,A S) 36
1 5 n. m. below _	 10, 2uG 9,1 18 T11_ .18
-11 ,82m. m. below 9,961 _	 8,784
8 .421tl Ill
	
bOjr I %r _ . 34
1. F m,_m 	 heIQw 9 ,562
_
	 9,032	 _
 8^4_ 8	 _
8 1` 68
-11 .65
























24 m , m `below -10.33
lam_
-	 ?.
25 m_• r,^	 bc.	 L.





_„2t3 rn m_. helots	 7 .04^---
2 9
 
in, m, beInw_ 	 _ 6,P.0 1
30 m , m . bsLw	 _ 	 6 667 — _
31	 m.rr;	 .,^Iow	 6,583
F^^6i 2 -6-16
6.595 -3.03_	 _





33 m m	 k^l^:^a^







6,?.71 _ 6.-1 Of --2.63
3 6_ m. w.. i:C.l o .v




^ 3. 4 5
—Al-U-0—_9_. ^- T1 0 f;i2
1 '^ 9".2 5^
_
^__ Tn1'A1.	 - ^	 ;tiff 774^ -  350,084 -r__
!A j' ,C ^j I , CONTINUED
VALUF,, O?' '1FHLf CCU M I
 LEIL —R I li- S?l Rf1J i U	 I1 I= II'I MJIL'l:F.
D IT T.if BLOT aT tI:^ : M^1 IY MITIUM
PAJ^I: S . I.13 j!^!l Czl;'W^ `l T: 11^.`4^17^11' YR^1'S 1.
AIW I M?V17D A'! )SILT,, ( I' ZtA SIC. ;' Z!j E jam'
0F-MI'VAINT-1frJ1 - -Qv JIM, C-,E-hU e0l, DIS IM, 1 (315	 Ali! r ^ )-OR
T P. R 0 t I Q L4 ^LT =4 IJt M 13 ,jj '7
1 12
4
Evalul-ttlo l s in"ferms c. ,L lr!,L(,(,,.-ator
Film
Counts
and-	 rva I ^0 tic:	
-,-ILi,-)n 	 Averac.,
Da t-	 Number It 	 c!r	 of Boti,
Evaluation-.
1 , 111-a 1	 11,739	 11,654	 11,w,
QVI 1/6
J , i l !")	 I	 I1 , C; 4 5




















Ev. t I ua U
in Terms u,
Ca I j bra tlo7.
Kq u Iva I,-





	 11,161	 11,173	 11 , I G7






^ R7 ^,____	 ^~~^2^
Dates Nurnlx, Number of Dot-11
I rl , 075 10,034 10,055
Film 'i 10,350
^ (n/2/yG5) /O^llE lO,0^^
`^~'~'^~ ^^' |
(9/29/b3) 9,220, u	 1 91198

















Yihn /	 q 94	 10,014	 9 , 979	 1.79^,2
-lU-_-_-__
U8^ /	 [il/u8	 ]0'09G	 ,	 ^U,UU9	 l 8160'	
^l}^^^^G^\	 |	 '
^	 ^	 ' ~~	 '^-	 |	 |
-0^
), F Y
MAI. 1	 -*11.115	 -^Qiplf-iilq Dr	 Di I;
jJUX-11, -Q)U Yjlu QF.,Kl ^
TA r	 Tf
I of


















SOS I 7.14	 731
7 7
7 112
6 , 63	 6.922	 ? .r
	






-(n-.—to 1 ,)W6 030	 S G 32	 5
Wr •
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I &J11,E Y, CONTItTUED
1 1
YAI,jTF5 (7F 1'lill S Ol^rl'LEIF L}.};ILS QF R^1DI 	 ulT^l^ Cii THE I^tITLI_iYl=1:
nS CAI,CTS S E. I()i\TS S? Ll Lr cnt:^ND PILOT Cpl' ;rTIF ;P.M N i \^
NJ 1SSI )N
2NLEC, PAR. C ;;; ^Tt.?1NS,E _Ej'WrljV TL. IMNIFDLITF aZLELL=
A= [ MMEDIATE Pani LI__.:I1' pj3j:jTnGRAPHS
Position of 1'racin(t
Integrator Counts




 ^	 e	 c^




9, 0 0 1 --14 .1 0
C onvcntion?1_Trace








2 in. m. bolo%v 9,336 8,39' -10.05	 —
3 m,,m,
--
bolo, _^283 8,25, -)1 ,104
4_ m. m.
--
below 9_,213 8,lbi -11.49
5 m. m. below X1.198 7,928 -13.81_
6 m. m. below 9	 161 7,816 -14.68
7 m. In.
_
bt loty _ 8 991
_	 _1 939 _
_ 7,738 -13.94
-'9528 min. bolo, _ -1,724- -
9 Ill. m. below 8,894 7,342 -17.45_
10 tn.m. below 8	 85-1
---





8,609 6,	 is -20.84
__72.3 6.737 -12`77
13 m, m. bclo, __ 7 604 6,672 -)2.26
14 m . M. below  7216 6_, 629 _ -8.13
5 m. In. below	 _ 6.939 6 61$ -4.63	 __..
16 m. m. r-low 6 629 3^1 _	 -4.3--^.
7 11). m. below 65-10 X21 -7.94
18 m.ni, b- Iow 6^U4_ 5 832_ -_7, 63
19 m. m. below 6_,016 S,^23 _9.e6
-8.20
-8.	 ?.
20 in, m. slow  5,632 5,170
21 
-M . In , be low 5	 501 5,038
_	 22 m	 In. below	 -- 5 , 106 918 -9.03
23 rr.	 In below 5,318 828 _ -9	 21
2-1 m. in. bolow
_
4 990 -__44 798 - 3 .85
_235 m1 m. holow x-,63 4 ,136 +2.16
26 m. m. 1 Aow 4,52ft 4668 +	 ,09
27 m, in, below 18 ^a„157_rZ — --±3,u5
28 m In. below	 _ 4	 375	 _ 4.491 +1165_
29 m. m. below _4 , 388 1,342 -1 .05
30_,]i. m,hclow 4,:74 4,232 -3.25










3 . 2 84
-2. 66
 -1 ?	 56
_
3	 m . nlTb^ ^	 _ 3 069 2 .741 _	 -10 .
-3:1 m . m . 1^01^^^ _?i_ — __ X_ X




vAL F ^!F 'l'HF, c IP _ '1'F 1'R	 QF R11DIC^GI'.'',PH `?1' :i l ?`.'t'
OF 'IHE CIF,MI -R T V












Film 2(8/17/65] Film 3(8/19/65) Fi.'_:-i 4(9/21/65)
9978
	 I	 1Q X19 1.0,273
374	 1	 1	 094
	
1 9^i 1C	 ,1-1Gn• •, ° ,-;r, 4`:	 -i-E'_ 	9	 447	 1 Q r055
wvbe 10 ,01 	 9, 4 74	 ^ S7
2 ^,	 . n	 he'c:v	 i	 8, 974	 9,032
I	 9	 712
9	 i-14
I	 9,37 2 	N ,N2_3
6^ - 9	 2
M. be low	 ,l	 S 7 66__8 4 ?8 l	 8,95 U U85 3
M	 +	 ^P1c•:	 I	 A	 522 !	 8	 7Q 4 I	 8	 712 8	 6 62	 =.J	 _,




I	 s	 602	 $.r1;
8 406	 !	 S	 313^5 M	 ^elpv,	 (	 8 352
i	 7
—
	 8 .139 4	 196 I	 8, ^n 8^ °`^!	 8 L2 2 1
 7,848 1	 7 , 936 i— 8 106 I	 7,93	 f	 7 aSF
7,4 56 I	 7,512 I	 7,634 __L-7-,_5 34 	 ? S3^
7 090 I	 7	 226 j	 7,383 1	 7	 276	 I	 7!245
r	 1 1	 .-I. je'cw	 6,9 0 5 ----6 946 I	 i ,042 !	 7.012 ^^9i ^ --
i	 12 ^,7n	 bfL,a : 	 6,50 4 I	 6,818 ( 6.98 6 R8 C 	 i	 ft`5?r
1 3 m. 7n	 be low 	I	 6,502
la	 -.,	 -,	 ,° 1,,;•,	 i	 6	 332
--I ; m
16	 1^ ^^lo :r	 S 9 01-L
6 ,564
5 4 0 3






6	 19 h 	 6 ,7. 32
6	 100	 I 5 Q55
177 -n 	:-i. bed:	 I	 5.65 9 	! 5 .75 0 5 9i 9 	_5,C,	 !_5 ,7
I	 ,o	 ...	 ...	 ^.^,.....	 _	 ,c^	 I c	 c^^ c	 r.,^	 i	 c	 inn	 I	 tS;^
19 m. m. be t o :v	 3_, Z	 5 5,337 	 1	 5, 488
5^1,'	 -belo •:r 	4	 9-95 5.17-1	 5	 242	 I	 S `1 4 4
2 1 rr, rn , be low -- -	 I P 4	 994	 '	 S	 ' 02	 5	 019 5 00R
22 ., m	 ^^1a :	 454	 I	 4 924	 4y988	 i	 4 9- (	 4 .926
;	 4 ^18^	 Q C3	 I	 4 974'_42,74	 423	 m	 b^ low	
.
-
24 rn,m. Belo •,,	 ;	 4	 5^1—_`1 .641 	 I	 47 17 	 4.60= 4,67.4
2	 r ms be	 4	 2 L^	 - I	 4,404 4	 0L _r ZF
26 m	 beIov.,	 di	 242	 1_4 26 4 I	 4	 3,?6	 371 __ 1,31 _
2 7 n. below	 4 . 16>	 ^	 t .10 2
2 8	 beln:^	 ^ _	 3.794	 '	 3,8 ,15 3-905




052-2	 . :n	 ^ > 1r2	 3.7	 I	 3,7 n^ I	 3j4^ 	3.47 _31676
30 rr7
.r-. . ^' 1 3,4 74 Z;" 3	 1	 3,6211	 i	 3 4a F __; ^' 3
1 -n	 m	 b^1 •:r 3	 3l 3	 3S_t	 I	 3	 :16	 I	 3	 31';
-- .1
^7. rnrn 	 below ?72 ?,?. ft?.	 _^	 3	 3 4 1	 3 ,272 3. 292
_3 m "`	 b^ 1221_ -3 . 06 3,091,	 3,1 , c	 3	 n4 t ^;,
34--m. rt. be10w I	 2 ,EO? 2. 6 qa i	 7..782 .67:
`	 35 m.m. below I _	 1 ,742 1 ,8	 1	 7S() 	 1 , ;120 1 ,78
_Tcr711 ?1 ^	 `► '0 7 22	 389	 I	 ?c .672	 212 . 5 7.1
117
p	 C,^'	 !^^'•'^r	 C1^Tf_: i i. ^~ ; ^: ^ T^c) 1T r 11,09
:F,N1+^fT Y A.Vj5. YAS
Pre -PlIg	 Pa::t-F licl-,. R.dir.-.arapehs
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o^^cr2 t 5.23 2
	
s , c;s	 s 'r, (i 1 —$-- ??---
0 I S, ^'7 	51170 I, S•Z? 2 	 S,?$^__ 1^_r'f`
 
0 36
'-9 ! "x04 :?	 _?' I 4 _.59 t^  ^ LS-- ^-3a^ 4^^5^--
/4	 d•^ ' _^70
4 ? 
/^ I 4 R77	 •i 772	
-Y , 5
H
_^-21^3	 1 ,647J 	4yf?_ Z. 4 "396
r. t^^	 e 01 R I	 4Y0_ ^6	 3qZ	 4 ^1 ] I	 ?11_	 ^:_. _	
mil_	 ^- -11-^__
4_,_331 _I	 j^_, na
	 r ? L C
a ^4 .?;^,	 3^ 5?	 3^s 3 — I x,1231 __{-
 A.2 9
y	 ' 7F	 3,609	 S'/^ _^! 2 I 3 _f^_3,7. 3
S	 7c^^ 3_` = 32463_ _ 31730_ 3 ^jE 7:
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11 -1%' Kr ,
WA-jU ^-5 -qc THE GO i P! - i : - j - ^* LnzmrS C)1' m.Limampt Iq.
DE Mr, -CDUKI^;
JO-1 17.-TIP LE. I^SMIJRLUIS Jib;
	
v
j-11' P:i	 io,	 r a p!
Fosi_i on of _'racing
Filrn 1	 On J
	 Filii: 4
(f;/i 9/G5) (8/2 1/E
c 1	 905. 	1 .,qO C?9	 I	 I. , I i;
1. 7053 	 3 ,7203	 1.. 7,-- 14 I	 1 , 68 -In
1 S3 - 	 O F
? r, o
1 .5779 3 .53090	 1.6126 1.5 93 5
 1	 2S C, 7? , 5f-8-2--
_ 74-5-2 L,9_1 1 5	 '56r. 9
5 03 4	 1 1 `073
	 11
	 527P	 .5131
1	 7 -6 S O	 1 . 47-53	 1 . -5 0 3 Q	 1	 7S 6	 1
. 412C	 1 . 42P 	 1 .4591	 1	 '27 9,
9 Q , :7 . L 1.3421	 1 . 35'2
	 I . 3741
10 :n. rn 1- .27 r ?	 1	 3007	 I	 1 .3,298	 I	 I -. 3 0:j7 j-
1	 2	 29	 1. . 250, 	 l	 1	 62 2
-T12 1 . 22	 1	 ^, %I	 I1	 2	 72	 1 .2483 .23
.7n. .1704
	 Is] S	 I	 1	 22A	 I	 I	 1893
14 1-- 1 398	 1 .1,525	 1.17,qG	 I	 I 6 A, 2
15 1 r) 3 ,-) G^-L.	 1.1497
	 I	 1	 11




    1	 Q, 17 
-4
m. -i. bn I ri 0 q 0 af3














-. 2 ^ G 3' 1	 0 ,f,'978  	 !--0- . -1
0 .- -^ E,72	 j--O.S325 I OV73.
24	 rn..-n. be 0,3363 n	 3 1 0. 8491	 0
26 ^1.
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7 ;i 1 .1
I—1 .7160 i-I I^l h 571 6_L) 7 1 8i	 1.7107 1
3' .5554
1.592 -j—,L-4 3 L, 1, 1	 12
1 -s sm 4 '—) 4 1 ,I- 13 n 5406 1	 Z7QI
—,^ 1_yi24 —^_1.3C±.c^_I__l;.;s':il
-^1	 -1 797	 3	 9 1. 34 5S
_^
I. S-1 2	
—r—l— s r, s (I].513
2-,	 4 1 .2875 1	 1	 .4 1 F-: 1
--L_1
1 . 3;, ;1 1 .231 Q _1_ 	" —0
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TA BL E yl , CONTINUED
VAI.t ^i	 T jIEQ(2^ZP>,^F, SER'ES 2,£ RADIO(-. WI PI 15, QF TdE MULTI FLF.




PART	 PER G£TqT-Qt^rr I ETVI_	 -E 1I^`MEDIATE PREFLIGHT








1 m m above 10,083 9,206 -8.7
PC-Qnvent i onalTracQ 10,094 9 , 208 -8.78
l m. m. be 1ov, 9,372 8,71 Q -7.00
2 m . . bglov, 9,060 8,338 -7.9 7
m m bQ to 8,853 8 130 -8.17
4 m m. bQIo%^, 8,662 7 917. -8. 66
m.m below	 1 8,602 7.870 -8-51
6 m m. below 8,406 7,742 -7.90
m m. below 8,198 7.4099 -8.53
8 m. m. below 7,933 7 102 -10.48
9 M. M.
_
below 7,534 6,894 -8-49
10 m m. below 7,271) 6,571 -9.69
1 I	 M.. m below 7,012 6.379 -9.03
12 m m. below 888 6,294 J.62 
3 m m. below 6,607 5,995 -9.26
~ 14 m. m. below 6, 468 5,872 -9.21
m. m. below 6,196 5,660 -8,65
16 m. m. below 5,955 5,360 -9.99
17 m. m. below 5,652 5198 -8.03
18 m m below 5,600 5.042 -9.96
m m. b l w 5o310 789 -9.81
20 m m. bc low 5,144 4,436 -13.7
m m be  5,019 4 3 -12
22 m. bal w 4,928 4.274 -13.27
23 m. m. below 74 4 220 -13.42
24 m. m. below 4 6 2 1	 2 -12.36
25 ri m below 4 02 X016 -10.80
26 m. m. below 4 379 3 .940 _10.0_
27 m m. b low 4,299 3 952 -8.07
28 m. m. below 3,965 0,609 -8.98
29 m. m. below 3.475 3.494 +0.55
30 m m. below
 3 4 3,224 -^-	 4
31 m m. below 3,315 3,065 -7.
32 m. m. below 3,272 2,940 -10.15
33 m. m. below 3,009 2 762 -8.21
34 m m. bc Ic)w 2,508 -
35	 m, h	 w 1 2 S89- 12.
TOTAL 222 , 574 202 , 589
TA BLE VII
EVALUATION OF A 9_F,_C'TICLI^ AS^^ TIiF, TAI'J5 FOR F,It1FI`T V
AS"J'RQNAti'i; TFFFtOU T;tO JT Tr-TIR NIISSIC??1
120
PART A. COMMAND PILOT
Evaluations in Terms of Integrator EvaluationsFilm in 'Terms of
Numbers Counts Calibration
and Evaluation Evaluation Average t`i'edge Mass
Dates Number 1 Number 2 of Both Equivalency
Eva lua =inns f (gia ms )
Film 1
(8/11/65) 6,720 6,742 6,731 1	 2116
Film 2
(8/17/5S) 6,644 6,660 6,652 1.1974
Film 3
(8/19/65) 6,537 6,551 6,544 1.1779
Film 4
(8/21/65) 6,522 6,532 6,527 1.1749
(Launch)
Film 5
(8/29/65) 5,656 5,570 5,663 1.0193
(Recovery)
Film 6
(8/30/65) 5,715 5,703 5,709 1.0276
Film 7
(9/8/65) 6,470 6,464 6,467 1.1641
Film 8
(11/3/65) 6,472 6,456 6,464 1.1535
ff
TAB F SC1_I , CONTINUED
PAR',
 B. EJJT. Yf
121
EvaluationsEvaluations in Terms of IntegiatoiFi lrr. Counts in Terms OfNurr. )crs Ca Iibration_
Eva lua ti.on Eva lua tion Avera gea nd VJcd ge Ma s s
Dates Number 1 Number 2 of Both Er:uivalency
Evaluations (grams)
Filrn 1
(8/11/65) 4,844 4,858 4,851 0.8732
Film 2 1
(8/17/65) 4,782 4,774 4,778 0.8600
Film 3
(8/19/65) 4,756 4,740 4,748 0.8546
Film 4
(8/21/65) 4,703 4,713 4,708 0.8474
(Lunch)
Filrn S
(8/2 9/6 5) I	 4,247 4,245 4,246 0.7643
(Recovery)
Film 6
(8/30/65) 4,550 4,540 4,545 0.8181
Film 7
(9/8/65) 4,693 4,711 4,702 0.8464
Film 8
(11/3/65) 4,864 — 4,870 4,867 `0.0761
TA3L L'1jj
v T. T F, 4t ^ S' .E ^%S??^1^I,E1 S F Tt	 '_F R^ n l^^ Ra P 1. 2 WIT T-1 pj1 i 5 iQ-	 '
(2F i'A,^ _ P-:''?^	 QE ILEONJLI,AND P'ILC O F J E ,1 T\f T L ^. ST :











Film 2	 1'i L:; 3	 File 4	 Film 5	 Film 6
(8 / 1.7/65)	 (3/19/65)	 (3/21/65)	 (3/29/65)	 (6/30.65)
479
	
48	 47.5	 352	 450
3s^6	 3P9 	 2913^4




2 m.-n	 belo^:r 271 37.0 33.'_ 305 731 29 _ 296 306
3 -1	 below 226 23 2Q 253 19 ?.40__-L,4 2' 252
n rn , bbl w 2k 25O ,; a 5 238 2_ ^^ 2.3 7.38
5 m.m. he low 199 Z47_ 244 231 175 218 234 231
6 m m, below 7.,17 252 260 243  1$6 2' 231 24
7 -n	 m. bo lo-.v 227 2F9_ 259 1 9A 243 238 252
8 m. M.	 bCl ) •.v 236 285 271 26 3 206 250 254 27
9 rn.m. het w 237 286 78 %71 0 52 2 _ 2z9
0 .r.1, m	 b L-- IQ ti; 223 276 268 25F 200 247 246 1	 260
11 m.m. below 239 259, 	_ 263 219 19 6 32 241
12 m.m. !;e I rnv 2 0a 2 3 n 255 1 R4 227 231 252
-j
	 gym, be'.nw 20 237 25j_ 22, 181 2.18 231
221
244
23114 m.m. below 2.04 237 253 231 178 214





















,clog 233 2.73 2.92 266 2. 7 X37 ?.58 2. 4




4F, ^F	 9F ^F, D'n^gl^ PI;^_ QE 1^ ^LI.T.^`::^T^QN-a
S?E N _E"n_I>	 ?_ -D-F-	 CD10 	 2 E!IQT a Tail: u r ',^ _1 .^1I` Sl^L





















of PhaL-Irx 0.043 0,043  0043 0.G32 0.040	 . _ - 0.040 0.040




Qy031 0.026 0.032 0,03? 0-012
2 rn.m. below 0.024 0.027 0.0:'_1 0.027 0.027 0.028
L3 ;7.m. oelov: 0.020 0.025 0.026 0.024 0.019 OQ	 22 0.0'?. 0,023
1 n. r:	 hnIr, ,;3 0.018 --D.02.3_ 0.022 0.021 0.016 0.020 _ 0.Q21 _ 0.021
_5	 _^1_ ^ialnt 3 ^^P 0.022 0.	 %? 0.02t 0.	 16 0.0,'.0 _ 0.021
_ 6	 m	 'polo-:,r 0.020 0	 023 , _.023 0	 0''2 0.01L_ 0.021 0,021 0.022
--Lm-,m . be 
	 w O Q20 0.0 ? 5 0.024 0.023 0.01 _ 0.022 0.021 0	 -
9 m.m.	 clove 0.021 0.026 0.0^S 0.02.4 0.019 0.023 0.023 0.024
1	 v3 0,020 0.025 0.024 0.013 0.018 0.022 0.022 0, X23
1	 m	 Lu	 lor: 1	 0.020_..02.3 0.024 0.022 0.ul,8 G.021 0.022 0,023
12 7,. m
-
	 telow 0.019 0.021 0.023 0.021 0.017 0.020 0.021 0.023
13 m.m. be low
14 m	 m	 b(-l. rr
15 m m. below
16 m.m. balo:v








































TOTAL 0.386 0.459 0.460.439 0.340 0.412 0.422 0.436
i"
I24
'I A____I? E. V111I, C ON F I N U E D
S.2E L CONIPLETE ^ . T 2E THE 1^1DIrCRAP IS QF 	 i ,1L.
SECTIONS  -Q£ HA NQ  Ate' ' n£ T :v C O ti l NRA. rLa
QF THE GETlINI V N1112SION
MIU O . P_E.l.. S1.Fi.NT , t, N E BELVEEN = IMNIE.DIAIE . EFLIGHT_









:1IAnw	 __— 475	 _
_1	 m.-I. :)elm•; 362 291 -23.R
2 m. M. be10-1 305 231 -24	 3
3 m r^	 1,e1 ?63




5 m _	 hP1,- % r




1v 243 lq, -^3
m	 A I ow 259 19 —23 
8 m. m. below 268 206 -23.1
9 m. M. be 271 208 -23.3
10 r-...r:	 below 2:)6 ')00 -2) .p
m. r-i. b,- I aL 249 196 -21	 3
12 m	 rn. belo:v 229 1 -1	 c•'
3 m	 b-lo.v 228 1R1 -2
14 m.m	 he l(:,:v 231 178 -22





M. M	 bA1 216 202 -22	 3
17 M. M. 266 2n7 1	 -22	 2
TOT +L '887 375 -23.0	 —^
TABLE U.
?•_' : LIE :L:L C QILP-L. iF 5£R-i3- 2F. L,-, L >,^') nc' n1', P.uS Q£ UJ11. LI PI.^ ; -FS iLQU
Dr 
uV, P- 7:, tA^ x L c^ Ttti ZI L_QT D TI:E 'j IN 1 V 115 0-QQJ-






















of P-iala nr, 3 ')6 4 5 -Q— 44 3 44 8 41_	 443
Zf _	 ^_____
_ 32i	 322














—3-j,-, —T a- 	 l:E?lo : 256 296 302 296 250 29. 311 ?^ _
4 m.m. ba1o., 244 279 293 282 242 277 291 ?78
ra	 r	 halo::















m,m. be lo:^^ 216 251 34" 2 199 2^1 ?47 62
 
1r	 , U1 2 6 7 271 2 _ 1 266 255	 _-- 274 —,
9 m m	 bPl w 2 274_
 ?-P
2G = 765 _ 214_ _ 26a
	 _ ?49 
2.7•41'? m. 262 ?62 __?_ 1^'_^
















14 rn	 M. baj_ w 243 279 2a0 282 232 278 _. 2^'Q 2




16 M.M. below_ 224 _ 266 250 252 .14
r-
2
TOTAL 42.25 4863 4968 484II I	 4026 4825 1834 4916
B L E IX , CON•TINUED
__ LiE !	 ^^ ^I	 r ^'^S	 ' =;E r.,^DIr?GR P' .S 	 \iiir iPr ►' n`t!ZT^s^
2 r 1 F 
	
){ 5-2 QF T = y a?_2: -Qf T-Tz- E f T,`,^i1'1JIT H,1t-^jM._
T '	 L iFL SEC'i'_Oi\S r\r























cf 0 C 36 .0. 0.041) O.04'_ .034 0 . 010 0.0'1 0.040
t 
	 0 025 0,034 0 .011 3 n	 03 . 0 0?a n^n3'
_, 03) 0 03s


















•: -_.m	 .0. 0-025 0 0?5 0 0_S 9.022 0 025 ^ _	 9.02 6 I	 0 . 02 5
..:	 .._
	 _...5 	 9 01 X --4 0. ^2
--5 0	 1^1-	 `-	 - 0 2^ )^0
_	
a0' 02
') 5_T 0.02 4-




















Q%^ 0	 02-- 0	 02A  0 12 r	 023 0.025
9 -a	 M. ^•I lo-.	 0. 021 0. 025 0	 0"'_ 0±_ _00	 _ _9 0.02-1 0 022 7. 025
I r)	 M.	 ^^ li i:'	 1 . C'."'- (^
-
Q. . 021 - . 0?-` ^	 0.02 ^ 0 019 0.02 0 0.0227

























0.018 0.022 n	 .+1.3 0.02313	 M.	 gat- •-
	 0..02`' 0.022 0.022 9.023
_ _._
14 .0?2 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.021 0.015 0.025 0.025
t 5 m. -I. ! eI 	 0.023 0. n 'S 0.025 11.0-77
_	 0.022 0.0.'_6 0.026 0.026
























TA 1 L LK , CONTINUED
A .''ES c TTE	 t,L U-= aulE
.5- S?F ZiE RAD.I.00RA PPS =, i,,T L TI P11,
SECTIONS 
-QE JiAnD P T T A%, T X j.12, -Q
.
F =E SIT
a liiE La-MI AL-NI 1 A4 T  J 0
PART	
-MA C EINI ^^ANGE=!—	 IA",MED1ATE PREFLIC:-'_T
AND THE IMNILDIATF POSTFLIGHT RAQT^',"`^,!' P
-F--Integratcr Cou; is
Position of Tracing Per Cent Chargefilm 4 Fi_r^i ,	 5
(T;^unc:^) (Recover-, -)
Proxi ma ) End of
P::alanx 5 380
-16.5









4 m.m. helov r I	 282 242












8 263 216 -17.9
m :<<	 b-low 266 1	 21 ^ -10
10 in' . M.
	
to	 rw ?l4 -I A 	 3
11 m m	 belc:v 258 204 --2.0
12 m. m. beiow 243 -T194
-20.2
13 m. rn.	 !^elo`v
— I 258 201_
-22
1u ,;	 ^. below 282 232
-1-7
' S	 ,, below 300 243
-19.0





A TE QE al-E -( -QII1.ET SEIR T LE S QP SA DI 	 S1E THE/1ILLIL-P- :: SE ,TI NS
QF "AND P::y IXS 2 QE TIFF CQJ^IM,AND PILOT QE 1j:E GF^MT%j i L. jT ON
PA- Bz &.
	





















1roxi ::a 1 End
of
 Fnala 7 x	 1	 56 1 654 638 ^47 562 641 650 626
1 m.m	 belov., a;0 S5 8 53 2 	 I 539 481 512 524
2 7n. m. n	 lc: _Q 481 17n 47. a37 =71 4P7 454
3 387 453 42 '3 ".39 39d	 I _Ll 14 431
.	
.n	 h	 1,:: 3F,q 430 417 3,qO 422 427 412
5 M.-^. below 341 =09 391 399 347 402 399 392
3 1 8 3,13, 3 354 370 331 3 7i 377
7	 1.m.	 :^e 10.: 331 394 381 3q6 343 383 39-0 389	 __J
8 M. M. bA 10%A: 3-14 402 388 399 34 392. 403 100
a TM P. 	 :oo lc. 3,57 405 405 416  8 41. 413 110
10	 *n..^.:.	 heel,:.: 354 392 384 402 354 388 406 398



















3':2 386 3E1--, 370 333— 3 f;3 1	 S67 372
329 369 354 364 331i 354 3G9 372
-15 m	 -n	 beIc-.v 322 370 355 362 340 3S4 372 365
16 m m. belo:v 3?Q 364 3 48 3 55 331 344 369 363
17 m m. 318 3	 0 343 355 _31 3 .1 Q_ 369 356
18 m m	 be  ow





































20 m r	 heIo:v
2 1 :;m_ hel.r
TOT'+L
j B IB X , CONTINUED
VALIjU a TA=E COMPLETE  TRIES  QF PADIOGRAPHS Q£ THE L ,UL'iIPLJ_ SEA-HQNS
Qt ?AND P":^ 1 4-2Qf Ti^E COMMAT:D PILOT Q_F T 'E ^Si i\I MrSSION








































2 m. m. 1,e low 0.038 0.043 0.042	 0.043 0.039 0.042	 1	 0.044 0 042
3 m.m. below 0.035 0.041 0.039 0.040 0.035 0.040	 0.040 0.039
4 m.-^	 belo-.v 0.033 0.040 0.038 0.038 0.034 0,038	 0. 039 0.037
S 7, M	 bQlo;c 0.031 0.037 0.035 0.036 0.031 0.036	 0.036 0,035
















8 M. M. Lelow _0.031 0.036 0.035 0.036 0.031 0. 035	 0.036 0.036
9 rn . M.	 10w 0.032 0.036 0.037 0.037 ^	 0.033 0.037	 0.037 0.037
10 m m. i:elow 0.032 0.035 0.035 0.036 0.032 0	 3=_` 0,037 0,03 6
11 m m	 be1^v. 0,031 0,036 0.033 0.034 0.031 0.034	 0.035 0.035
2 m.m. b--^low 0.031 0.036 0.034 0,035 0.031 0.034	 0.036 0.03
13 m. m. be1ov,7 0.030 0.235 0.033 0.033 0.030 0.033	 0.033 0.033
14 m m	 be 1 "w Q. 030 0.0 33 032 0,033 0.030 0.032	 _ 0,033 0 -Q.3 a-
15 m m. be low 0,029 033 0.032 0.033 0,031 0,032	 1.033 0.033
16 m m. below 0 029 0	 033 0.031 0.032 0.030 0.031	 0,033 0.033
17 m. m. below 0.029 0.032 0.031 0.032 0.030 0.031	 0033 0.032
R m m	 below 0.023 0	 032 0 030 0	 031 0.030 0.031	 0.033 0.032
19 M.M. bel ' )w 0.029 0,033 0.032 0	 033 .0 , 030 0.033	 0.034 0.03 3
20 m. m. he low 0.030 0.032 0.031 0.032 O.n30 0.032	 0.033 0.032
21	 m, r-)..	 he 1,-)w 0.027 0,0	 0 0 029 0.030 0.028 0.n30	 0.031 0.030
TOTAL.	 ^" 0.706 0.811 0.779 0.799 0.722 0.787	 0.8i1 0.795
130
TARL K, CONTIPtiUEU
VALUE QE TT4_E COf,?PIE'r sFLR?ES QE lnDIOGi^aPi:STEL; '^LI 1 ,
SFC.TIQNS Q HAND PsALANTX 4-2 QF IHE COMMAND PILT
QF THE .GEMINI Y MISSION
PART Q. P	 ENT CHANGE BETWEEN ZNE%JP, F T^aTE
-
 P.REFLIGHT







Prox-i  r: a 1 E-.d of	 T
Pha lanx 647 562 -13.1
1	 M. M. belo%-.r 539 484 -10.2
2 m. m. '-e lo'.: 478 4_37 -	 8.6
3 m.m. belo: •: 439 3 9.1_ -10.3
4 m. m. b
	 lo-:i x:22 380 -	 9.9
" m	 m.	 !D .lo-:: 399 347 -13.	
—
m m	 belov: 370 331 -10.5
7 m m. b lorr 386 343 -11.'
m m. bel c)-w 399 348 -12.8
q rn _ m . 416 3n8 - 11 .5
0 m. m- oelcw .1 02 354 -1 1 .9
1 m :n	 belo r 393 310 - 11.2
2 m.m. be 324 346 -12.2
3-i, m	 b e 1 370 335 -9	 5
14 m,-,n. heIcw 364 334 -	 8 .2
5 m.	 bolo'.; F2 3 40_ -	 6.1
16^ 	helm"	
-
.	 5 3^ -
17 m. -n,	 be IQ ,. ,: 35 I	 3 -	 o
18 M. M. beIr,-. 3=19 328 -	 6	 0
q rn, m	 bat^tv 3F s 332 _ _
20 m.m. beIo •:: 35n 329 -







I	 8000	 -	 9.8	 J- _
TABI,E ^U
i:, *Uq 72F ilk COMPLEF U-2- T ES O2f RrkDIOGR4PHS S2£ T T i tI.^IPIE S^CTIC^NS
1=A .D PHAIANX 4 - 2 TEE PILOT Q !E GF.,=T It 	.LQN






















of	 r,;!- x 504 513 532 548 519 54Z 6.02 5.48
1 r m	 ,P1 :1 367 -n5 420 A25 389 .101 453 439
2	 . ~ .-1cv- 3'0 3?0 396 413 360 382 439 403
3	 m. beIow 336 34 I	 376 339 353 356 42.5 398
4 m.	 ^elo^^,, ^.
iiI	 350 370 38 0 34; 39_ 4' 379
358 362 369 332 344 347 413 330
6 'n	 -,1. ha io:: 339 358 360 377 338 11.114	 _ 1 0? 37 2















378 M. 	 ovr
9 m.m. be Iow,

















1 M. m	 Le low 328 348 328 3369 327 331 403 355
2	 r., 330 350 332 a65 1	 325 327 391 353
13	 n.m. relo^ 313 331 337 350 317 1	 322 391 33
14 m.m. beio •.. 301 315 315 337 296 310 368 326
1 5 m. n. he low 305 322 309 325 283 297 358 316
16 m. m,	 below 2 8 7 31F 313 .3.15 2.9 0 288 349 322
7 m m	 below 292 310 315 320 269 1	 271 343 319
1R rn
	 m	 he. 1o:r 275 293 299 314 261 269 335 3l
19	 n. n. below 280 307 301 311 259 2^1 ^ 339 310
20 m.m	 he 1 278 29 6 306 326 277 277 34 31
1 M.M. helow 294 322 ,	 314 338 2 8 7 294 373 3
TOTAL	 —I 7269 7661 I	 7689 8106 7174 7343 8303 — 7993
TA 5 1 E U., CONTINUED
VALUES nF !.HE Q-Q.M,PT Pj T' SERIES OF RADIOGRAFIHS a = 11T , P 7^ SECTIONS
DI HAN D P- -iAj-4NTX -22 OF jHL PIT -,')T QF =	 Y MISS I 2Y
'k If T TT TT nT r' C'	 TAT Trn ARC t"Nr t"I A T TO n A 'rT/'%1kT I l rtT"N e1V A Jr A 0" r'."'%T TTA 7?! T T-1, I e-Xf I f— n
1&LQ-j




























YAL T I'S -QE !--E	 ^,,RTFS -QF RADIO',-:7 IIAP -:-^S OF T --T
-
h MULTIPTE
MQLIMIE'a OF HA I•D ELKALa 4-?
- 
-QE = =1
OF =0^ E I - I I T N -1 Y L. TUT -10, ^19NT
PART -C. PER CFN7	 PETLEN	 IMMEDTAIE FREI-1-TS-7
AND	 P(Z-TLT !- T F^-'.DTOC-RAP7-7S
Position of Tracing Per Cent Cnan7e
F i Ina 4 1-1 5
F- Prcx-i mal E'­2 Of
-Elall a x 4
425




3 ''e1 o 389 3r,3 9.3
4 3?Q 34^ P	 9
--.5 e 1:- 3 3-l'
.
C.	 0
6 77 33-'^--- -1Q.3
7 375 331_ r . 9
8 M. M. he L- 376
 33h r;. 6
eL 377 3	 - -10.3




































3 TOTAL 31 0 6 
-- I /17-1-	 -- T
134
'JLA I ,1f x I I
E LLI LT TrI NT CSI- A 5^_'TIC)I gi &Q,-2 • CS TT1F, M?1'Al,	 1) QE LTDiU
TU3 OE.I T?J i Jr Li ^ILf QT T` A'TTS . THEE ;?ICU TIT};IR vTI S SION
PA R,l &.	 ET T.F
Eva lue t? onsEvaluations in Terms of ]ntc:grator
Filra Counts in Terms ofNuml.ers Calibration_ — —
and EvaIuatio:7i Evaluation Average Wedge Mass
Dates Number 1 Number 2 of Both Equivalency
Evaluations	 I ( gra ms )
Film 1
(8/11/65) 4,088 4,096 4,092 0.7365
Film 2
(8/17/65) 4,171 4,15E 4,163 0.7493
Filrn 3
















5) 4 , 027 4 , 037 4 , 032 0.7258
Film 8
(11/3/65) 4,281 4,295 4,289 0.7720
135
7 b } U L-11 , CONTINUED
LVP—,L' ^ '?'TQ;j_ Q-P A SELL	 nrR—CLcS 7'iIE n1UNI EXU E Ul -Y,
 
L 1? ^
LQLt -EI`IjUI ASRQNAIJ-!,S-, ^'iIA^sJ JIS?TJ7 7:EM tv t N
AR'f R . Pi L-O-T_
Evaluations in Terms of Integrator EvaluationsFilm in Terms of
Numbers Counts Calibration—.r___	 -
and Evaluation EvaIuat iO:i Average Wedge Mass
Dates Number 1 Number 2 of Both Equivalency
Eva lua tion s (g ra ms)
Film 1
(8/11/65) 3,992 4,010 4,001 0.7202
Film 2
v
i (8/17/65) 3,652 3,659 3,656 0.16580
Film 3
(8/19/65) 3,908 3,896 3,902 0.7023
Film 4
(8/21/65) 4,273 4,284 4,281 0.7706
(Ia uric h )
Film 5
(8/29/65) 3,264 3,286 3,275 0.5895
(Recovery)
Film 6
(8/30•'65) 3,498 3,512 3,505 0.6309
Film 7
(9/8/65) 3,552 3,560 3,556 0.6401
Film 8
(11/3/65) 4,246 4,230 4,238 0.7628
136
TA It 1,1; Xal
T I ON ("Q OT\ FLU, n U" S_Cj^;^ 1Z Sa^f_*' i AST RC Al"
T 1 ,V LL n[Lj' LTtTR tjj,:S ON
PART A. ^Qr^r.^.'+N P_T,QT
EvaluationsEvaluations in Terms of IntegratorFilm Counts in Terms ofNumbers
and
Ca libra tion
VJedge MassEvaluation Evaluation Average
Dates Number 1 Nuriiber 2 of Both Equivalency
Eva lua ti o. Is (Trams)
Film 1












(12/18/65) 11,994 12 , 103 12,049 2 .1689
(Recovery)
Film 5
(12/19/65) 12,314 12,465 12,390 2.2302
Film 6
(12/29/65) 12,985 13,155 13,070 2.3526
Filrn 7
(2/3/66) 12,901 12,745 12,823 2.3081
137
TA I; I_E X ;: , CC)N'fONTINUED
EVAIJJA1'In`3 Cpl= Lt ^1^\.!LL.TIL O^ ^^' 1.CIS F'OS1' ERIO^^A?1Tul^-
CTJr)N (C^,,^^^E;`;T1C^^_?^I.," SS: ^) FC^3 ^;F1tii T i,SE	 T. Vi L!$7 RC^i\TA
T H R0LI T-T OUT' 'r T L i I^iJS
M",RT f .. PI T n" _
^— ---^—	 ----	 ---- Eva 1U3tiO,iSLvu lug ±: r,:.	 in Terms of IntegratorFilm Counts in Terms of
"'JuMI)e!s Calibration
a nJ r",a iva Lion	 ;va lua tion	 Average Wcdce Mass.
Da tes Nur Joer I	 NumLer 2	 of Both Equiva lency
Evalua tions (grams)
Film 1
(11/24/65) 13,438 13,296 13,367 2.4061
Film 2
(12/1/65) 13,253 13,243 13,24(-, 2.3846
Film 3




(12/18/65) 13,306 13,351 13,328.5 2.3991
(Recovery)
Fil:ri 5
(12/19/65) 13,523 13,305 13,411 2.4145
Film 6
(12/29/65) 14,750 14,614 14	 682 2.6''2
Film 7
(2/3/66) 14,001 13,9GC 13,934 2.5171
T ABLE XLZ
zJr^ Q£ t ' C—Q fi^- 	 -QE BADIOCRAEFTS .
FOR = CO M MAN D PI LQT QF 11U
PaT A , *j<1r."Ip1F cFfrI^^ S T11
	




Preflight P.adiog-apns I	 Preflight
Radiogra pas
Position of :racing Mean o:
	
'Film 1 Fi1-n 2 Film 3
I Films	 1,	 21(11 / 24 /60 (12'1/63) (12/1/'6S)
f	 and 3
1 t ' 643 -	 321 Qt
r-_ .v n^i^,naj rr^ ••a 11,973 12	 ) qri 111C12
_
 1?	 3^^
-•.; 11	 7 33 It 11	 , !1 •	
-
--	 2	 ln-_ t	 !	 571 1 j 41 I	 1 1  .072
- 1 0.321 r




a	 ! ;t o gig% a	 69 ,) a 5 7
1 r	 t F	 a 7P U	 ^.?- C	
-
1 	 7,66717 7	 3 1 -'	 7	 a_ I	 793
---





23	 7.1	 "oe -q - ,3 F	 7 j7r S13	
--
7 ^	 .	 a 1
-
n 3!-,-,-)
_-^_ ^.61 r	 —
_	 - 64 3	 21 St 9 7	 ^	 1-
F
3n m	 ,1 _





33  ,^ _	 ' ,; 1	 0	 o s .6 nrt
_ _ =.-ate




EM Q-r !HE L L.TLP r .F. D6 rC ,LG 3 .SEQT10NS


















11,652 12.172 l	 .'7 ,-., 3 12	 609 12.296
— -	 12 . OA 3 12	 9 n 1:•1070 1 -)	 Q ?_ 3 12	 5.9
_	 11 1 ?-' 11.521 12	 0-' 7 11 ' ?9S 11	 . - '7 





.6?R_ 1Q7 11	 rai _ 1_I_2:i1 1^
1	 ,,^: 11	 '171 11 -3 11	 279 121
1	 11 10.9$3 Il	 ?-^1 1	 IRS 10 9 . L_
9, 93-1 '_'1	 F?» 1 n	 ?7a 10 . 8393 10	 4
8,597 10 246 10.706 10.499 10,262
4	 JI S C-83 10,375 i0	 146 10 , 00 5
7 ^. 0	 .„'' 1^	 054 1Ci	 n	 3 a 703
61 a
	 S12 c	 ± 9 g Tq7 9	 1
p 5q 9,31 P 9 .5H c 226
R a 270 c	 ? R1 U^^
fi	 3e 1 R 6 1
_
- ^ 7()0
7	 9 ,L-6 370 ,n 3	 ^' 30 %
7,578 7 883 i	 X 07 3	 036 7 2
7	 a "1 7	 6 1 - 71R 7.778 47
7,507 ! .73 6 7 ,654 ^ hsi
-- Z 7 6- 8 3"7 .411 7	 =' _ 7.3fi2
--	 7.2j9 7	 1R_t -	 .'93 X51 23^
7 . I P, 6,946 11 I	 7	 057 74
7.141 r	 752 91 6	 E:43 6	 91'
13 0 I 7R5 F	 7 n8 r-)	 7R3
7.002 F	 14 F, F	 2- 327 6	 13
38 F 074 F	 QS 6 6	 0R8 6	 2
6	 4 n =	 lI -- -,898 "	 929 6.1	 9
I 6	 684 " 68Q -	 a	 1 7V
1	 h	 2 S	 75 .447 532 511
..96
-5 5	 1 1 1:.? 5.38 1
5.6 n g 1_.795 a - 720 ^ APO
1	 ot;? 1	 2 4	 412 a	 610 -
	
-	 6
" 9 1 i. 977 -1 	;
67F 411 3 42q 31















 , C ON'
VALUES SAP =E C n N,2L= S E P I E i QE IZ^?S M P14
FOR 1.1:;T.E C, 0 M M2,ND P_IL0T .Q£ LHE
PARS' E.. M 7 •TIP'.F. SECTIONS LNT Q MSQF CALIBITUV-IO arjj	 ASS
Position of Tracing



















Conventional ra P 2 , 15,51 3 2.2336 ?
1 el•	 ; 1 , 9843 064' 5
^ rn. m. b-!ow 1,9 028 ^', 2,0212 1,9930
3 :n below 1	 R67 2 .0256 1 9778 1.9573
m. belov. 1. 85 78 2 0`'95 1.9721 1.953'_
5:	 m b low 1.8333 1.9787 1 93 ri 1,9142
below 1. 7921 3,9624 1 R	 2" l .R7	 i
7 m. -m, be).o I. = .7420 1,9301 1 8590 1.3439
in. M. below 1 .7401 1,8990 1,8428 1.	 273
" m m. be 1 ov., 1	 6 82
.
- 1 , 8646 1 ' 1
_
1,781 1
10 m sm ba I0%v 1.6292 1.796. 1.74 --121 1.7234
11 m.m be low i .61 62 1 7689 1,7334 1.7061
12 m.rn . b 1 v: 1	 0 4 1.6729 1	 ?
1 3 m r bc-1	 v3 1 .517G 1
_
1 142 1
1 .1 m.m bel. %v 1.5012 1 ,6096 1,5649 1.558E
15 m m. below 1.4762 1.5682 1	 1.5403 1.5282
16 T!..:.. be1Otti 1 , 4047 1.5187 1.4562 1.459 Q
17 m .m. belov-, 1,3183 1 4156 1 4031 1,3800
L la m. m. below 1,286E i 3864 1 3626 1	 3 1 	2
f	 19 m.m. below ?	 2584 1,3559 3-14 i.319 6
20 m m belovv 1	 1 .24-12 1 3230 1 332 1,2999
21 m m below 1.2290 1.2946 1 131 1,2789
22 m. m. be lo%v 1.2116 1.2492 1.299S 1.2535
23 m.r^. blo . 1 .1862, 1 2011 1 2	 17 1.2263
4 m. m. below 1.1673 1.1720 1 2 4r 1	 2113
2












2"	 ..:n blow 1	 0714 1 , 0631 1,24 45 1 .126 3
28 m m. be low 1
	 0615 1,0494 1 2321 1.1143
29 m m. below 1 .0584 0.9803 1 2^	 2 1	 87
b^	 r 1	 4 n 3 1
.137 .1- 1	
_
1 m.m. below 0,9718 0,8771 1,0840 0 977
32 m below 0,914 0,8158 1,0249
33 m. m. below 0,8478 0,7427 0,8980
_
Q.82 95
4 m m. below 0,7337 0.621
3" m m below
	
_ 0,62a3_ 0,5821 0,6750 0.62 68
36 m. m. blow Q . 47 811 4	 32 0. 5213 09
TOTAL 52.2758 54.7302 56.1442 54.3828
/--:?C F
139)NTIN UE D
a (F Tile ',III .TIP . - LaS CA I. ,S S EC TIONS
-^-' F r =, ' 1!iI_ MIS>ION

















n°-i:^ 2	 1°	 0 2_ ?955 2.269 1
2. 16 88 20 3-% 04 2
n? ^	 r, 2	 1;	 - s 2 , 0964
2 , 0394 ;	 o 2.0608 /	 37
i	 9166 1 .9975_ 2	 C684 2	 0252 2.0019
1.913G 1	 98^7 2.047 2.0302 1.9934
1	 2752 197 2.0239 2	 133 1	 9723
-j
	 25 i R  ,-." 1	 93
1 .78
	
1 1.9120 1	 95	 ? 1.9535 1	 9029
1 .7476 1	 0 1	 °492 1 .9134 1. ILA 5
1	 727 11 92 1 .88961 . 8 -47 1
16947	 ;	 1.8149 1.°675 1.8263 1.8nO8
1.6616 1.7741 1.8097 1'.8023 1.7627
1 .6135
_1 &A2


















. 4339 1 .4976 1 .5305 1	 5154 1	 494 3
1.36 1	 118 0 1	 . ? '3 1	 1 °6 5 1 .4132
1.34'12 1.375 -1.3822 1.4 0 ('n 3764
ijl90 1 .3













nn n 1 7	 n r n'1 t	 nn nn 1	 n In tl 1	 n- n A
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L&B.1,E M , CONTINUED
V A L I I K _QE I-H -E COMPLE'i' UalYa -a PADI2jS_i'-_fo-_ _QF a:'-jE MULTLP^
QS CAI - J^ SECTIONS FOR TT-TE COMIND",NT) NI, I af^ 7H Gi^,% ,!! Nl 1LU--S, 	 _UL - __ E
MISSION
PART C,. M C.VLT_T aLAT,,T LE2T^ayN^ =7 ! jN12,,1ED1A7E PRET	 zl'




Film 4 Film 5
1. 1 	 2, -3.9^
Cc7,.,e!-,t_,c,na I Trz , ^_c. 2 .4 09 12 9 -2.9n
11	 . 4 ,rj ?l 1'^4 3. (' 1)
2 rl ,ni. belt )1,229 9, ^3 6 -3.50
3 in, -n. T-. e I rv.v
 i 0 . 9 ^5 i 0	 6 4 ^ 3. 09
4 m. 	 . be I -iw 10.956) 1 01, F 2 9 _? .99
5 rn.. b, c I c. ,. v 10 , 726 1 (), 41 C. -2, .87
6 m. '_- e I o -. v 10 .160 10 , 1 .12 -3 .04
7 r_-i	 ._!­_ low 10,33? 9 .93-1
-
-3. P5 
8 m. m 1:e I 1 0. 9 3Pj 9 709 ", .17
9 ri 7 9 . ^;?7 - 3
10 "1. 1, 9 E90 41 PA
-3.0711	 in .m.	 :-elr- 9	 ;z 30
12 m.:-. .	 `,e Ic - $, °F 4 -3.55
1 3 `7elr- - .9 6 ? 8	 ^ 9, 0 -3.19
14 r.,	 n- !7^e Ic .694 P, c;
15 _L-5 5 7 . 3 -;^ I






















21  1 o v,; _7 2 7, 2 0 9
22 r7 Selo.. 7 221 7 , 10 4 -G.
23 m, m. 7,176 '41_7 -0 se
24	 -n . -n. I cr -.r 7,192 7,130 -G.P6
25 m.m. belo-w 7,)72 7,193 -0.96
?6 -.. . -n . he low 7.097 7,002 - i .34
27 m rl cPlo.r F) , 91 4 6 , U -1 .10
28 6 5 6	 71 -1	 53
c, n1 he ir, r. 0 1 F . 63 1
 
-1	 72
30 m . m !-^o 1 6 319 6 .210 -i	 ?7
31 m, m T)e lo-,.v 6 1" 2
_S - q F, 3- -0.95
32 -1. he I 0%.'r 5 5	 59p, - I , 1;1
33




31 ri , .-n . be lo,-i Q 3; 2 -	 4P.
35 ni . m.	 bc- 1c ,.­ 3 750 3	 7 G -1.q7
3 'n r.1 . M. .	 bp i_ 2
TOTAL 311 ,91 2 -^- 2 .46
1p,
TYLUJIS QF 1:-tir C 0 M PLET SEE-TM  2 aQ
F)R 1Hj PIT, OT 521









1 m.m. ab-ra 1 3 - , 13, 143 13 .791
1 Trace 2 13,194 13 , 718 _
1	 1n.	 n. below 13.112 1 2 97' l? 592
m.m. below 11 84 12 350 11 836
4 m be low . 811 001 11,926 -
5 m. m. below 11 73-' 11 5^6 11 , 613
6 w 1 36 1 .178 1 4
7 m ni. ht lot•: 1 77 i t 02 1 11 714
2-r. ^e 10 i 0 826 10. 912 11 122
m. -n. -Cloy: 10,6Q7 10,826 10,799
10 m m be 10,677 10.613 10.0;30
1'	 m
	 m. -) e i^%:T 1 10 . 3/6 10, 2 17 10 , 39- -
12 -n. m below 10,198 ° 92^ 1Q,12
13 r::,M. r.^-1ow 913 9,691 9 79
11	 r, Le t  o vi 7^ g o 536
5 m m. bMow 9- 76 9,233 9200
1	 m m bLo 9,112 9,041 9 C-6
17 m. m.. be I nw 4 11 R 813 97
18 m M. he to w EtO r? R .96 0
9 bel. ' i9 a 222
3 1
	 m
,,cl w % R1 - % 52
21 rn. m be low 7, 8 4 5 4 7 331
22 m m b^lnw 7 R"1 7 303 7 241
2-3
-
m. m. blow 7 3 Q9 7,065 6 R93
_
24 m. m. b (-- I o w 7,101 6,821 6,8 90
2	 .,	 m bQ low 6 9 97 6,711 6,8 4 3
2.6 m. m. below
 6 9 6,591 6 20
m be low 6 , 750 6.530 64 5
28 m . m. b o3 6 a	 - 51
29 m.m below 6,627 6 313 6,312
30 m m. below 6,S69 6,
31m m bel w R 6,174 6.0 90
32 m m be low .397 6,041 6 3
r be l ow 6 . 254 5 .950 5,7 6,1
-34 m.m, below 6,113 5 8 21
35 m.r below 1 2 5,452
36 m m below 5.49 6 5,511 S.391
!;i	 m below 5 .324 5,201 1 R
be low 4,896 9 4.362
m below 4 .212 4.852 3.7




TOTAL 1360,154 356,163 352,693 :
V_
' -ULE X-L
RADI GIAP"S -Q THE N'TUT.- ETPLE QS CAL= SE T Nr
141

























13,430 35 .491 ' a	 9 =	 00 13
13.41 .`
_
_329 l	 j^)3 1	 X11 1?	 979 ^ 13,830
2 993 __	 239 13 460 13.376 13,799 13,218
^ 
	 27 a 1 ;	 64 6 1 3,029 "2 17	 31
8 12 , 027 11	 550 12	 391 12,811 1Z	 256 12,252
it	 9l '1,46 12	 =61 12	 600 12 .182 12	 127
3 11	 648 :	 306 12	 19 1 12,333 12,138 11	 994
1 1,287 __, R - i2	 107 12 A^' 1	 017 1 1 .876
11	 05 1	 -) 13 12	 05 1 12 .04 ' 12 .0 1 1 .779
: 10	 953 ^^	 9	 11	 96" 11	 811 11	 822 11	 624
r—I 10,771 1G	 5 11	 823 11	 619 11.732 11	 441
) _	 10 6^0 10,275 11..8 7 11	 380 11	 483 11
10,339 10	 4 1'	 55 11 .061 11	 162 10,856
- ; r.	 G;4 g	 q9!1 i C	
- 0 1 0 432 1	 18 10	 622
°	 7 98 56- 1 n	 6,3 1 G E O1 10. 570 10.274
_	 ° .5 6 ,1 9 27E 1	 9	 cj69 1 Q	 31 - 10 . 485 10	 01 9
9	 363 9,186 6 9 9 919 10.210 9,752
G7C P	 66 °	 1 9 , 577 9,897 4 8
8.868_ 3 236 9 460
8 274 8	 ^	 3 8 96 10 R	 2
R =-.- %	 2 R
	 159- 4	 -1 70 1
7.7,-7 7 A32
. 9 46 R: R	 312 13
7.610 7	 2 .2.0 7	 703 921 7.979 23
7.3 98 7.168 7,431 7,610 7	 61' 7,467




 6 814 7,238 7,1 98 7,023
. 850
 2 6,746 Z	 047 005
776 6	 03 66,	 1G ;10 6,912 6	 734
. 642 5 6	 6 3 0
6 a 1 6 . 74 9
6,417 6	 180 6	 367 6 668 6,632 6 462
362 6,12P 6	 192 60. 6,457 6,316
6	 2F0 5	 910 6,066 S94 6	 2 5 1 6 1 a 0
6,157
 74 5 .812 1 9 1 6 .018 6,01 7
oR
-	 631 5.9	 9 -	 91
°0 1 5,549 06 8 3 5	 Q 32 1
19 5 0
46 6 0R 01 5,783 5	 570 _5	 435_
. 110 61 4	 992 5,542 31
_	 2 4 .253 _1? , 5(17 3 17 07
2 A^ 3.6 al 4 , 27 1
3.9	 _ 3,322 . 109 4 AR1 3.864
356,335 313,427 363,060 377,361 374,930 364,694
IA -LE
j
.ALjLU QE !L4L!L4 COMPLE TE SERIES Q£ LEAD
Ln-R = PILOT Ql













1 m.rn., aoove 2.4041 2.3657 %	 4824
C^	 a t	 =:1	 race 3 749 ^ .469A----
1 m ^ m. below 2	 36	 2 2.''355 ?	 2667
2 m.m	 below 2	 136 5 2.2675 2.1487
--3	 -z.'	 be 1^c^: 2	 1391 2 .2248 .1308
4 m. -n. be b-,^: 2.1260 2.1607 1470
5 m	 m	 bel ,.^! 2 .1121	 1 2	 0873 2 .0903
b M.m. b (-- 10 ,v
_
2	 4 64 2	 012 2	 036 :;




1_,^n'1 o f 4 .9542 r
9 m.m	 below 1 .9237 1.9457 1.9438
10 m. m.
	 below 9219 I	 9103 1	 9134
11 m.rn. eILpw 1	 867 844 1	 09 -_
12 _n	 -zl	 !Do low 1	 3356 1 .7870 1 .8227





4 nn	 be low '	 57 1	 9`' 1	 1
15 m.. rr	 :D21 ow 2 66
	 9 1
1 6 m.,. below .6402- 1	 6274 1 .6301
17 m. m. be low 1	 5360 1	 5863 1	 6162
m m	 b;:^low l 	 5A2-8- 1 .5525 1.61%
m.m. be ow 1	 5154 1 .4744 1.4	 00
20 m1	 in. bel 4407 1	 412 I	 3' 14
21	 m. m. be I o-,-,r 1.	 121 1	 3777 1.3196
ra. be	 v ^ 37 31
23 m m.	 I o w 1 .3156 1	 1 .2407
24 rrf m. be low 1	 2782
_
1	 2278 1	 2402
be 1^ 1 •2595 2 -1	 23117
26 m m	 below 1.	 4 .1864 1 .2292
27 mom , below 1 .2 1,50 1	 75 1	 1
28 m. m,	 el ?	 7 i 1	 1612
9 m m	 below I	 192 q 1	 136
3 .Q m m, below 1 .132 1 .1338 1	 1192
31 m, m, below 1 .1729 1	 11 -t3 i .0962
32 m m	 below 1	 1 . 5 15 0874 1 '0859
33 in, m. below 1 . - 257 1	 7 .037
M, m. below ]^, .0478 1
5 m 1 318
_ 0 34
m fn	 b l w 0,9893 _-D-j9 2 0 0,9Z04
ybe,  ow 0,9583_ 0,9362
be 1 ow Q.2813 0,89-44 _ 078 2
m	 be I ow 0,7582 0 Q.6685 _
40 m. m	 i,e low 0 11 82 f	 26__ -
TOTAL 64.828C 64.1094 63.4310 6
T
1142
,E L , CONTINUED
3A,DIOGRAPI'_S 4FLPLf -Q5 QiUSLIS SFS^'1'I_ ONE
r Q T LJ, QZ IN-, Y.0 YzSSLON
lAmal
!	 1.9152	 _ 1.849 2	 0677 2	 Oa 94 2.06b9 2.0081
I_	 1.8610 1.2083 2.007? _ i 1.9910 2	 0092 1,9541
1	 R151 1.7302 1.9530 1.9498 1.9652 1,9120
1	 7212 1 .8653 1 .9082 1 .9026 1 .8493
1	 .7215 1.6697 l	 9 ,1A 2. P7'
1 ,6853 1.6535  1 .7451 78 1	 8378 1	 Z554
6326 1,5959 1	 6724 1.7239 1	 78 15 1.6934.
1.5962 1.5455 1	 087 1.6625 1.7024 1.6299
1.5717 1	 93 1	 .233 1.61?4 1	 63 1	 4
4899	 _ s •- 210.6_ 1	 46 1 .531 1 .5662 1	 .
1	 39	 1 11337 1	 303 1 .50(11 1	 9P,'




1	 1268 1	 0633 1.9 '	 1.1	 u 1.1270 1.1174
1	 10 1 ,0346 1.0462 1.1684 1.0	 32 1.0831
1 .0781 1	 X136 1 1 .1533 26 1.06"9
1	 2.2 8_ 0,9911 1	 )9 1	 0678 1	 0472
1 - 0_,9758 073 1.02	 5 1.Q	 1
0.9839 0.9158 0,9542 1 .0-109 _ 1	 0 2 0,978 4
0.9197 0.83 0.9565 -0,92
0.8536 ( .7655 0,81, 13 n . 88()7	 _ 0.93I7 0.8473
0,7 667 ---2.6 547 07 ^^_ 0,871.4 0.7688
n	 6 6)95 0.,598o 0 0	 3	 6 8 .6.
64,1223 61.8167 L65.3511 67.9250 67.4877 65.6451
i
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TART, ?' 1L , CONTINUED
VALUES 2F T `-1 COi J-E- E qY Rt1:S Q£ RADIQGPvU'uS Of jEj MJLTT I'1 P;.
S15 CAIXU SFOiIO\T S FOI2 IEL ?1 L9T 4£ TTIE GEIYITNI JCL I^t?^^Ti^1
PART Q. FFB QEL OiIAN :>' ^E'IAVEEN T^7^ II l ]vlEDTATIl F.FIj 1C HT
ALD ii^ 1^LI.`.L2I	 POS'I'FI.TC3111' pADjOC1P.,jPj-I3
Position of Tracing
Integrator Counts




1 M.M.above 13	 791 13	 359 - 3	 13
:nn vc, r tiona 1 Trac c 13	 718 13,329
_
-2 .	 =1
1 m m. below 12,592 12	 ?3° -2	 81
2 m m, below 11	 937 11 ,689 -2 , 08
3 m m. b	 lo:•. 11,838 550_11 - 2 .43
i	 4	 m. r1.	 ;eIo^! 11 .928 11	 4 -3 J9
m	 n,	 ;,eln;,, 1 1
	 6] 3 11 U6 -2 >,4	
-
- r	 m	 1,	 1	 w 1 1	 :314 1	 5 6 -1 .13
'1. m. below 11	 ,2]_? 11	 1 -1	 _
11.122 1r)	 89 q -2.11
9 m.:-n. L-:elow I	 10	 7 0-9 10	 5°1 -1 .93_
U-m . 	 ►
-elow 1 0	 530 10,275 . 3A
11	 1.m	 I-	 bx. • .r 10,394 10	 0-'6 -3. 3^
1 2	 he ov, 10	 12 q 9 84 0 -2.3 3
13 m.mn	 bal w 9 7 9 Q 9	 S 62 _2	 33
11	 'n	 '-^Qlorr 9	 ^36 27 -%	 7
15 m	 --	 Le I- 9	 2^p	 _ 1 q -1	 flI
16	 m	 r.1	 be 1". • ,' 9 .056 8	 1 1,6 -2.10
17 m mbe Invi 8	 C170 8	 518 E -'	 3n
1  m.rr..	 elo g„ 8,9 50 8	 2 7 1 -7.56_-- __
20 Tn m	 j)e jo







22 m . m	 helms%
—^,^ 4 7	 1 -i	 ^'
23 m m	 br, low
24 m -n	 bel v.
25 m m	 ^eIn-,
























0 m. "l . r- I-Q %-, 6	 z t 2 R -1.15 
l m m
	
belmv 6,0 90 5 .91 0 -?
rn	 b-!r-,w 764 5,621 -7.3 1
.y_-r
below 5 ,321 ^$— —	 -; F
37 m m•_be Invr 8n- _1,6.1 4 -3. ^iF
-19 rn.m	 he low .714 8	 7 -2.05
40 m .m. below 13 ,370 _.3^3?2 -I
TOTAL 3S2 ,693 343,-127 -2.54
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TABLE XVI
EVALUATION E ,'1 SECIT 2kT ACEO S T r?E TAJJi- ' )R f2Ij1fTN--^Y1T
A q TRn ,IA T ' 1' :1RnU DTI	 T T - E?R A^IT_5 l D i
PART L. C L 1 laiM PULOT
Evaluations in Terms of Integrator Evaluations












Dates N Numher 2 of Both Equivalency
Eva lua tic.:_- -	 (g a ms)	 -
Film 1
(11/24/65) 10,330 10,33E 10,333 i.8599
Film 2
(12/1/65) 12,158 12,16E 12,1G2 2.18912
^— -- —` ------Film 3
(12/4,/65) 10,404 I	 10,818 10,611. 1.9100
(Launch)
Film 4
(12/18/65) 9,929 9,795 (	 9,862 1.7752
(Recovery)
FiIrrn, 5
(12/19/65) 10,077 10,477 10,277 1.8499
Film 6
(12/29/65) 11 ,836 11 ,498 11,667 2.1001
Film 7
(2/3/66) 11,116 11 ,108 1 1. ,1 12 2 .0002
111,
TABLE XVT , CONTINUED
F,V 1i? A TCQLq QF ^1 C I' T OAT 1^^C^^ TAE TEl iS F^ ^MTJiL YiI
ASTR l'^^A^T^H13.^>SIS= ^S?UT T''-F]K M1l'^^
.Mn  B. Pi I,O-,
Evaluations
Film Evaluations in Terms of Inc^.rater in Terms of
Numbers Courts Ca li.bra tion
Evaluation. Evaluation Averageand N-Vedge Mass
Dates 'Nuni?,^er 1 Number 2 of Both Equivalency
Evalua tions (e: a r-1s )
Film 1
(11/24/65) 12,694 '.2,750 12,722 2.290C
Film 2
(12; 1/65) 11 ,661 111,653 11,667 2 .1001
Film 3
(12/4/65) 11,948 11,940 11,944' 2.1	 _'0
(Lunch)
Film 4
(12,/18/65) 11,415 I	 11,517 11 ,466 2 .0639
(Recovery)
Film 5 I
(12/19/65) 11,626 11,704 11,66 2.0997
Film C.
(12/29/65) 12 , 784 12,770 12,777 2.2999
Film 7
(2/3/66) 12,397 12,493 12,445 _2.2401
TABUaVII
'AALUEis a ME _QQI:ILELETE	 _QF TLif^, 2ADIOGRAP1I5 nFICI ?L I^PL_SECTIONS
DE ILAND PHAI ANA S-2 _Q r !HE CDA4tA-AND PII. T f !ILE S;E'NIINI 4_j I ITS, 1
1riRT ?. ;^lT,^, L^ IP1,E S^;CTIQZS Tt Tt,R"."e nF ^'`"' ►.GR^^Qii CC)U T^ 1S
Inte grator Coun ts :`taiae	 D3rmg Densitornet:ic
POs it ion IS-ca_ 	 -	 ;	 '°	 -''a .s
tiican Of
of Film 1	 Film 2	 Film 3	 R-e-Flight	 Film 4
	
Film 5
	 Film 6	 Film 7
(i1/24/65)	 (12/1/65) 1 (12/4,/55) Radiographs (12/18/65)
	 (12/19.165)	 (1211/29/65)	 (2/3/66)
ng I	 (Films 1
I	 ^	 a:^d^ l 	 I
A-oxin_al End l
(of Tracing	 4 is 90	 1167 11c1 1173 1107 11:8 1117 1141
1 m. m. beloc, 9 81	 937	 j	 970 9C3 880 ^	 SR7 I1 829 844
2 ..-.^i. belo:v 790	 850	 773 804 7C9 7 :5 683
,
695
3 m. m. belov; 695
	 697	 708 700_ E3- I	 E49 633 643
4 n,.m. belcw ;	 652	 60	 653 640 583 I	 61;2 592 602
5 m. m. heiow 621 587	 `"'' 603 561 563 551 56 6
6 m. m. below	 630 S,25	 ^^ 607 581	 S'.^1 568 Sib
7 m. m.
-
 below 	 63 = 6'90	 ^	 5°8 611 537	 I	 5^9 I	 578 ^	 586
8.-..m	 belo:•r	 I	 558 5i1 f	 53° 53*. 520 5::2 505 I	 se e-
9 m.m. De:,i-.v 544 513 525 529 50 51 )c 499 503
10	 1..^ . below 505 i	 4SO I	 49 3 493 472 4'5 465 1	 467
_ 1 m.::^	 below 511 i	 4S2 I	 494 496 475 4.'3 4 70 X 72
12 r,.:n. be lo:-. 5 35 507 506 516 481 5^)3 499 506
13 M.M. below 
	 52S S1 : 512 518 480 4'31 508 509 _
14 ..^.l. f^ . beluvv
1
533 __528 522 528 466 4 i3 522 531
15 m. ra. bch:v 535 533	 ^ 528 532 481 ?)5 543 543lE r:. M. be	 v 570 605 559 578 _512 517 I	 604 609
17 m ni. belo:v 6 06 626 504 512 561 I	 575 670 663
Total 11 ,619 11 ,329 11 ,362 11 ,436 1C,594 10,753 1	 16,838 10,964
XVTT , CONTINUED
QE	 C p	 aZ ;LL	 Q	 P.	 ',F','P--!S 	 NI U LT IPLE_F T'	 DT C!C	 2C
SEC TIQN-lq -QE : --" , D P-H-ATAXX 51 - 2 -QF= COM	 -	 QI M.,%ND aLZ--
	
Qz iHE CIE M T ' T YTT I I q	 %T
2F-	 ,)N IVEDGE
i: -i on
of Film F.; I m FilmT Fi -'i I M Titm
3 6 7
Prcxi xma I End
no- la 7^ xf F'
 - —I CI Q	 105 0 4 - -f; , l[tT Q.03.'
0. C., C, OP 7 0^ . 07 q -0 . 0	 C, 7 0. n-6'1
-- rn. C . 07', 076 0 . e 7-u
—
0	 Ci :; A 0. 06 061
—
0 0.0!63







0 . 050 C! 1
6 m. m. be 0,057
 . - 5 3 ').054 0 . Q:-; 0 A-5-2 0 5  ^ i 0.052 
7, -m --;-i .	 be lo-,•, ,-
- Q. 057 0. 054 0.054 0. C. , 0 .053  rn	 0'? 1	 0, . 053
1
8	 he lc 0.050 'x . 046 .048 0.047 0 047 0 , C4 046
— 0.049 0 - Q 4 6 ^.Od -9^ 0.04 0.0- 4 6 C,	 C14S .0 	 C4 5





0 . 042 O-t 4 ^3C 12 0 Oj2^
I I	 m, m.	 be lo T, •.- 0. 04 6 1). O4 -14 0 .04 3 0.0-1 2 0	 ?co.043J




n . 44; 0. C146
3	 m ._:-g .	 ID 0 )4':'.	 L 0-G -	 11 C 0.046 0.0 J 3 0. 0,'4 0.046
4	 - n,	 m . !:,g lo 0.04F 0 . (,-18 o .n4 7 0— ^l 1 2 0. 043 0. Co
15	 m. . be
---I:j . ^4 P-.j— 0.0 84 04P _0 1 04 3 10 '045 . 0 C4'9	 0 .049









TOTAL 1 .046 1.018 [7 220 2 .095l F—ogc,8-1. c	 l9890.9-1	 19	 1'6 Ei - 9-
TA `: T	 CONTINUED
.-LU fS OF = C,-T.'11' T
 r ar H PIES Z .d.i:.L LaD^t	 Fig ".!jT  LPI,F
SE .TI'>N Su END P,-7Af.,t1X 5-2 -QF T CO'y1'ttAND PIT.QT
.OF -'-'-`-E S^:L^'i?ly.l ^; r A4TSSI0^;
148
F?R;
 C . P:R C E NT^'^_^ =N 1'E?41'E£N T zE L i:`.' 7:DTAIr PREFL1G11T
1 . ..	
'^,^.F.i	 :F T T 2i yrli ^(=?r^Pli^'
Position of Tracine
Integrator Coun"s





^f F ?a la nx 1161 11 07 I	 _ .65 
l C -5 n n
",	 ,Pl 773 7,19
wt
	
:he l r :_: 7 O R 634 ^-1
4	 m. he low 653 5P3 -12.07
_ -1	 "elotiv 602 561
6	 !.elo:v Q02 5	 1 ---3.49
^:. n, be low 598 587 -1.84
R S34 920 - 3 34
b.- 1	 w : 2 c 501 - .1.72
1M. M. }:	 1 w 194 4 - L g
12	 r,	 b	 1 o ;• 506 4P1 -4.94
13 m m	 be 512 4R9 -6 25
4 m.m. below 522 4 r6 -10.73
15 ri.m. belnty 528 4 PI -
1 	 ^ m	 be- low 559 512




TOTAL 11,362 10,594 -6.76
3
14S
TLBJLE X V I T T
VALUES a 111L COR1PLf^ SERIES _QE THE rAJUQa^A '^ MULTIPLE ;EQ TION S
QE HAND
 qI:^ 572 Q£ ZLTE PILOT Qf THE GEMWd M V, TS T )a
`PART A. I\11iI:fTPI F. LFCL, (=,T LiE2 _%L Q  IN7 TE G R_! ^T0a C,0TINTS
i
Position
Inteo_rator Counts Obtained During Densitometric























of Tracing 1147 1309 1266 1241 1139 1173 1167 1221





8132 m. m. below 754 650 802 8021 /18
3 m. m. belo:: 682 766 721 723 645 693 849 740
4 m. m. below: 711 750 1021 721 i 16 648 910 710
5 m. m. belo:•: 680 736 70.1 707 1	 658 614 811 704
G m. m. 673 782 740 732 630 710 752 588
7 ri.m, helo.. 648 767 652 669 601 642 737 674
8 m.m. }_^lc,: 627 654 605 62S 567 SOS 705 613
9 m.m. helo-. 611 665 625 634 591 6 14 69' 641
0 m. m. helovr 595 669 611 625 585 610 —^ 673 630
1 m. m. below 569 645 594 603 573 58 8 662 608
2 m. m. be1ov: 572 642 593 602 S80 595 643 614
3 m. m. belov,	 I 570 638 595 601 S81 598 657 618
-1 m. m. below 572 674 623 1	 623 597 617 667 630
m. m. below 571 G61 594 609 S79 602 672 613
m. m. helot: 586 673 596 618 549 62.1 678 615
Total 11,444_ 11,808 11^— ,984 12,678 11,141 11,607 12,993 11,059
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Proxi na 1 End
cf Phala n x 0. 1 .i3 0	 118 0	 114 0. 103 Q 0.1115 +)	 I10
1 M. M. 5e1o.^ 0.079 0.08° C .086 0. t-. ^4 0.070 0.052 0.003
2 m. m. below 0 0E8 0	 G7' 0,072 0 OF 5 0.069 0.073 ,17 3 0,r'
m. a. be i^ 0.061 1 0 .06i 0.	 5° n 062 0.076 0.067
?	 .m. nelc.^ 0.0C:4 C.	 63 13.C, 6 0	 055 0.05 8 0. QC, 2 0.064
-	 m	 1-1. 	I, c-1	 w 0. OP1 0	 Ct;. P O.Q R3 0,059 0 r 5,p 0,073 0.0 6 3
6 m. m. helov. 0.761 0.670 n.067 0.0;7 0.06 1 1	 0.068 0.062
7 0.064 0 0"9 0	 -" 0 08 0.066 0.061
8 ,.1 m. he  :^ 0.056 059 -11 0 -5-1 051 0.051 0, 0 6 3 .5
m	 m	 b(-- I O.OS5 0 06 _ C 0.053 n n 0 58
10 m m	 he lo:: 0.054 0.060 1 0,055 .0LL 0.055 0.061 0 057
l 1
	
m. m. L,	 lov:• Q	 I51 0.05 P 0.053 2 0-05 3 - 0 060 0
1 2__M. m	 bel	 ::• 0.051 -0-05B - 0.053 0.052 1	 0	 054 -0. 058 0,05 5
13 m.-m. belo:v 0.051 0.057 0.0 00 2 0.054 0.05 0	 56
1 m m	 ne l ;vi O.QSl 0,061 t.	 5 0.0 56 0.060 0.0 5 7
15 m.m. belo:: 0.	 S1 0	 0. q 0.05 3 0.052-- 0.054 0.060 0.055
l6	 .n	 in. 0.05 3 .05r, 0 . 0cl 0.05
TOTAL 1.028 1.153 1 .077) 1.003 1.045 1V170 1 .036
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Inte grator Ccunts





of Phalanx 1266 _ 1132 -t
m.m. b lor: 961 929 -3.3 3
2 m.m. helov: 802 ?18 -10.47
3 m.m. h•elow 721 64,5 -10.54	 I
-n - --, . help;v -L2
bPl
	 ;• 704 -8 -6.53
6 m.rn. below 74 630 -14.86
7 :.	 m —ho 1 ow h"^ 601 -7	 2
m	 h	 1 ;•3 6 567 -6.2 8
M.	 tv 625 591 -4	 6
10 m.m, below 611 585 -•4.25
11 m.m. helow 594
12 m.n... below 5 93 580 -2.19
13 m.m. below 595 5A1 - 2.3 5_ _
m.m. below 623 7 -4.17
1 - m m	 be l ow S94 579	 ---
S49.
--- - 2 .52
16	 -1. P.1,	 below 6 -7.88
1 7 m . R1
	
he lnw I	 _ ^i—_ _-
TOTAL 11 , 984 11,141 _ __7 .03
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Pzalanx 1526 1387 -9 11 j 187 1601 -4.30
1 mm tcIovr 11-11 1 071 -6.13 1 37 6 1306 -. 09
2 roar be 1 ,-w 1010 94 -6,14- 122 118 _ -2 9
3 r:?m be'_oty 431 892 -5.26 1154 1093 -5 28
4 mm ^c1  89 R4 - 5 83 1100 1	 10-1 -8 n0
mm below 886 813 -8.,2 4 1_06 9 986 - -7.71)C. mm bel .w 898 932 -7. 35 1 Q 1047 -4.99
7 mm 'he low P93 R3. -6,61 110° 1063 -4.1 5
bMM	 low 9O2 R"2 - 1082 106^ -1 E6^
9 rnm b 032 R- 6 6 -7. 08 1 113 109 --2.70
10 mrn belt::: 1 890 -8	 25 1 089 996 -8 5=_
11	 mm belc.• r 982 940 -4.28 1029 990 -3,21-
12 mm >selo:r 941 890 -5.42 1032 95 1 -7.8 5
3 mm bolo • . • : 902 1	 836 -7. 3? X27 87 _ .28
14 MM bQ 10%'.' 0 839 -6.78 899 _ 894 -1 .67
15 rim below 900 860 -	 - ' 896 875	 _ -2 .34
16 m, h7Lelow _ 906 843 -6,9S 909 879 -3 30
7 mm below 8 E,4 800 -7.-•1 906 682 -2.6S
18 m rn be low 893 817 7$_1 881 897 +1 .£?
9 mm below 87 830 -5. 14 946 _908 -4.23
20 rim beIo ,.v 870 809 -7.01 912 _116 +0,44
1 mm he low 832 80 -2 88 399 881	 _ -2,00--
.22 m	 bolow R13 4^8i -8. 00 954 97 -0.73
2 3 mm bcl. w 791 738 --6 .70 Q61 845 -2	 OR
?.,: mm 836 789 -5.F2 X151 827 -2 82
25-r. I c.u, 8R2 831 -5,78 . x X_— X
?f ri m c'-lnw 8f13— 7n? -5,F,9 X
Averare 24,976 23,345 -6.53 25,993 '_ ;,001 -3.82
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Film Evaluations in Terris of Irtegratc r
Evaluations
Counts in Terms ofNum' ors Ca Libra tioz
and Wedge '-%-lassEvaluation Eva Iuation
_ _
Average
Dates Number 1 Number 2 of 'loth Equivalency










Fi 1 n: 2
- -
	 ------^--
(12/]/65) 6,618 6,604 6,611 1900
Fil 'm 3
(1 12/4/65) 6,500 6,492 6,500 1.1700
(Launch)
Film 4
(12/18/65) 6,235 6,205	 _ 6,220 1.1196
(Recovery)
Film 5
(12/ 19/6 5) 6,542 6,566 6,554 1,1797
Film 6
(12/29/65) 7,181 7,153 7,167 1.2901
iFilm 7(2/3/66) _ 6,715 6,729 _	 6,722 1,2100
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Evaluati<_ms in Terms of Int e grator--- --  Evaluc tJO!lSFilm in Terms of
Numbers Counts Ca libretion—
Averagea nd Eva lua tior!	 Evu lu3'Lion Wedge Mass
Dates
I
Number 1	 Nuniber 2 of Roth Equiva lone)`
Eva lua ti ons t (gra ms )
Fil:n	 1
(11/12/65) 6,797 6,759 6,778 1.2200
Film 2
(12/1/65) 7,720 7,724 7,722 1.3900
Film 3
(12/4/65) 7,322 7,346 %,33 1.3201
(Launch)
Film 4
(12/1V65) 6,664 6,640 6,65? 1.1974
(l:ecovery)
Film 5
(12/19/65) 7,210 7,234 7,222 1.3000
Film 6
(12/29/65) 7,740 7,701 7,722 1.3900
Film 7
(2/3/66) 7	 504 7,496 7,500 1.3500
